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PRE PACE
Carlos Fuentes is one of !iiexico' s current fiction
writers and to many he is controversial in that he delves
into several of Mexico's great preoccupations:

the

Revolution, the search for:.lo.mexicano and the future for
this growing country.
This thesis is an endeavor to expose and explain
Fuentes' views on these and other social topics as seen in
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
"Ponerlo todo en tela de juicio, caso por caso,
memento por memento, es la dnica manera de participar en
la historia." 1
The above quote typifies the belief which Carlos
Fuentes has and demonstrates so astutely in his works.

1<H

th

this idea as his trademark, Carlos Fuentes has become recognized as one of the brightest stars on Mexico's literary
scene, and most assuredly with good reason.

Not only is he

a fairly prolific writer--six novels and two collections of
short stories in thirteen years--but also he is lmovm for
his endeavors to create a new Mexican novel through experimentation in style and plot.

Fuentes has attempted to do

away with the traditional, and in its place, to substitute
something innovative, not only in style, but also in
language.

Before examining the various occurences of social

protest in the novels of Carlos Fuentes, let us examine the
man.
Carlos Fuentes gives his birthdate as November
11, 1928, in Mexico, although others are of varying
1 R. G. Mead, Jr., "Carlos Fuentes, airado novelista
(May, 1967), 2)0.

•
" H.J.spanJ.a,
.
.mexJ.cano,
L, 2

1

2

opinions. 2

One such piece of information is given by George

Maynes who learned that Fuentes was born in Panama but has
desired to keep his r.1exican identity. 3

Fuentes was born

shortly after the close of some of the most fierce Revolutionary fighting in Mexico but was isolated from much of the
violence because of his father's position.

His father,

Rafael, served in the Diplomatic Corps throughout the Western
Hemisphere and Europe.

According to one source, the condi-

tions in Mexico during Fuentes' first years were the following:

"There were unsettled conditions, reconstruction, a

neglect of rural problems, spiritual and cultural re-awakening, government revitalization and expropriation of foreign
'1 J.n
. t eres t s.

o~

"4

Fuentes' life was, of course, influenced

by these conditions in Mexico, but not so greatly as if he
had been part of them.

He was allowed to live a rather

cosmopolitan existence due to the nature 'of his family,
perhaps missing the scene which Roberto Fernii,"ldez Retamar
describes:
. • • vive del lado de aca de ia insurgencia
romantica cwmdo la revolucion en su pais esta
2carlos Fuentes, Ca.mbio de piel (Mexico:
Joaquin r.lortez, 1967),· Jacket.

Editorial

3Richard Mark Reeve, "The Narrative ~·echnique of
Carlos Fuentes, 19 .5~'-1964" (Unpublished Doctor's dissertation, University of Illinois, 1967), p. 32, citing George
E. Maynes, "The Corruption of Mexican Society as seen by
Carlos Fuentes" (Unpublished Master's thesis, Texas 11/estern
College, 196L~), p. 6,
4Raymond D. l'leeter, "The Modern Novel of the City of

Mexico" (Unpublished Doctor's dissertation, University.of
California, 1965), IJp. 16-18.

·~
_,

institucionalizada. Hace tiempo que no entran en .la
ciudad mexicana tropas campesinas para marchar al
palacio del gobierno. Entran, en cambia, negociantes
norteamericanos a anudar lazes con la nueva casa
dirigente, hecha a menudo de generales enriguecidos.5
In later life, however, Fuentes was to protest these very
conditions.
During the middle 1930's he was in Washington, D. v'"' ••
again because of his father's service in the Diplomatic
Corps.

At this time Fuentes became fluent in English.

He

may have had difficulty maintaining his mother tongue.

He

began his education in the Cook Public School in Washington,
D. C. 6 After several years, his father '.vas transferred to
Chile where he (Carlos) and his sister attended an English
school, the Grange, in Santiago.?
self

reco~orrdzes

At this time Fuentes him-

the fact that he was drawn not only to

reading great works of English and American literature, but
also dabbled in writing.

This interest in American litera-

ture in particular carried over to later life and his
writing.

However, even at this early time (in the early

1940's) he managed to have some of his ·writing published in
a local newspaper.
Rafael Fuentes' next assignment began in 1944 in
Argentina.

After a short time in that country, Puentes a'1d

his sister were sent to Mexico to continue their education,

5Roberto Fernandez Retarnar, "Carlos Fuentes y la
otra novel.a de la revolucion mexicana," Casa de las 1\meri.cas,
IV, 26 (octubre-noviembre, 196Lf), 123.
·
6Reeve, loc. cit.
7R
·• ,
J eeve, op. c:n;., p. JJ.
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and possibly renew their ties with their homeland.

Here

Fuentes attended the Colegio de Mexico and studied law at
the Universidad Autonoma de Mexico. 8 At this time Fuentes
began to frequent various social circles in Thlexico and was
known as a member of the International Jet Set.

He also be-

came known for his curious stories of "franco sabor simultaneista, dadaista

y

snobista."9

From his experiences with

this group in particular come the personages he portrays at
his various Jet Set cocldail parties, such as Bobo.

In

addition, this group supplies him his acute knowledge of
the adventures of high society,
Later Fuentes was to study law at the Institute de
Altos Estudios Internacionales in Geneva but lost interest in
obtaining his title as lawyer and returned to Mexico, again
perhaps to reestablish his identity as a Mexican. 10 After
his return he seemed to draw away somewhat from the concerns
of the International Set, as though alienated, and he became
more concerned about the problems of Mexico.
An important influence now for Fuentes was Octavio
Paz, who had a philosophical preoccupation with the problems
of Mexico.

Paz began to influence Fuentes' concept of

8 Ibid.
9Reeve, op. cit., p. 34, citing Daniel Duenas,
"Carlos Fuentes, de nino bien a novelista de los habitantes
del Distrito Federal," Hoy, CVIII, 1 (7 mayo 1958), 78.
10Aurora 1.1. Ocampo de Gomez, Diccionario de
escritores mexicanos (Mexico' Centro Estudios Literarios,
1967)' p. 91.

5
Mexican culture.

A manifestation of his disassociation with

the International Set and his alliance with Paz was his
interest in helping new writers and in developing his own
literary career.

Apparently a..Dxious to see the end of older,

more traditional schools, he became a member of the
"Fantasticos contempora.neos" and along with other young
writers such as Juan Rulfo, Juan Jose Arreola, artd Rosario
Castellanos, associated himself with the new trends in
Mexican literature.
As an extension of his involvement in this innovative
group he later founded the

~.ista

li teraria de Mexico in

conjunction with Emanuel Carballo.

This magazine served as

a springboard for apprentice writers. 11

He collaborated on

the leftist magaz,ine SiemPr£! in iVIexico and wrote articles
for Vogue and HoJjjay in the United States.

Perhaps because

of his marriage to actress Rita Macedo, Fuentes at this time
had a lively interest in the cinema and wrote a number of
screen plays. 12
Fuentes was editor of another magazine, El r;iimectSJ,dor,
and has since been an active contributor to several other

___ ,.___

------

l\lexican periodicals such as Ideas ..de Mexico, Pol1tica, and
Revista de

1 a_l!))i versj.dsd

de

r~~xico.

Of the latter Fuentes

said:
. . . [it] stood for the rejection of localism, of
11Reeve, op. cit., p. J4.
12R
, eeve, op. cJ.' t . , p.

?~·
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the picturesque, of chauvinism, and the parochialism
of Mexican literature. Politically it stands for a
rejection of every ideological a priori, an interest
in tiers monde, freedom of judgement with regald to
the United States as well as the Soviet Union. 3
Fuentes has arrangements with publishers in about fifteen
foreign cities and consequently he is a rarity in Latin
America because he is able to live from his writings, a feat
not accomplished by many other writers in Latin America
today. 14
:j:n addition to his writing for periodicals, Puentes
is very interested in film-making, a growing industry in
Mexico.

His name has been linked.with the productions of

the Spaniard, Luis Bunuel.

Fuentes has written screen plays

for Bufiuel,among these El acoso, based on a novel by Alejo
Carpentier. 1 5 In all of his literary involvements Fuentes
has attempted to become part of a new trend in Mexican
literature.
The new trend in Mexican literature is a subject for
considerable discussion.

First of all, as Fuentes himself

certainly realized, the traditional romantic or realistic
stories no longer served the purpose of a changing Mexico.
That is, a nation in flux, Mexico's need for expression
through;its letters was greater than before.

Rather than

l3Luis Harss and Barbra Dohmann, Into the Mainstream;
Conversations with La tin American \vri ters (New York: I-Iarper
and Row, 1967), p. 309.
14Reeve, loc. cit.
l5Claude Couffon, ;'Carlos Fuentes y la novela
mexica."la," Cuadernos, XLII, 2 (mayo~junio, de 1960), 67.
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adhering to time-worn styles and methods, the new generation
of Mex-ican authors knew of the need for a new expression•
"La literatura mexicana se encuentra actualmente en una epoca
de fermentacion sin precedente y de produccion prolifica en
todos los generos, "16 Out of this fermentation has grovm a
type of literature which has as many names as authors--magical realism, fantasy, cosmopolitanism, and so on.

Likewise

it also has a myriad of appearances.
The significance of this new literature is not its
name but the fact that it exists and does so with both
quality and quantity where previously there was a void.
Hopefully the past fifteen or twenty years have not been
merely a mirage, but rather a substantial beginning for new
kinds of works that can grow out of Mexico--a country developing in so many ways.

Where once before there were only

one or two names, such as Azuela or Lopez y Fuentes, which
could be recognized outside of rtlexico, today there is an
ever increasing number of widely read authors including
•
Fuentes, Castellanos, Davila, Paz and others.
The modern literature of Mexico has many interesting
characteristics.

It is existentialist to a certain point.

It uses not only slang expressions of Mexico and the United
States, but also tosses aside taboos of the Church on
language.

It runs the gamut of vulgar words and sexual

inferences.

Much .of this literature is concerned with the

··City of Mexico itself as the heart of the country.
16

n~ead, op. cl.' t . , p. 230 .
"·

It

8

describes in detail, without prejudice, all claBses and
situations not only in Mexico itself, t:IJ.t in other countries
of the world.

Fuentes fits into this literary movement and

fulfills what is a need for the country--a need for openness
and innovat.ion1
Ilntre las figura.s lit•>rarias nad.onales actuales,
Carlos Fuentes se destaca como una de las mas discutidas y probablemente la mas poHimica. Como sucede
tantas veces en ls. historia humana, esta distinci6n
se debe a la tendencia que ti_ene de afirmar sus ideas
con claridad y vigor, y ·a su propension de presentar
su propia version de larealidad tal como la concibe,
sin importarle mucho las consecuencias de sus
palabrE$;17
Because of the fearlesr-J quality of this literatl?-re,
in many cases it has taken the form of social protest.
Althougl1 some critics disagree that Puentes' writings show
protest, on reading his works one cannot help but see the
many social inequities expoBed by the anal;y-tical works of
this novolistr
La verdad, nos parece, es que Carlos Fuentes es
un observa.dor agudo, intelifiente, y sensible de la
si tuacion humana de estes anos tan cUf!eiles, un
contemplador--participa.nte tan pronto a censurar el
acto anti.-hcur,ano del comun:ismo como a reproba:c una
a.gresion confSa la libertad del hombre por :parte del
ca.pitalismo.
It would be unfair to say that Fuentes' novels are
of social protest and leave it at that.

Surel;r his avproach

is most memorable, though not necessarily enjoyable at times
beca.USfl of his complex and obscure teehniques.
l'? Mead,
. op. cit., p. 229.

18 IbicL , p. 22.8.

He e1nploys

9

many devices which he has discovered in the works of such
American authors as John Des Passes and \villiam Faulkner.
Among these are interior monologue, second person narration
and flashbacks, as well as historical data, foreign phrases,
techniques from movies, detailed descriptions (as though
from an Orozco mural) and music.
This man, Fuentes, educated in several countries
including Chile, the United States, and Switzerland, and
fluent in the languages of these countries uses this education to the fullest, not only in his collections of short
stories such as I,os dl:as enmascarados and Cantar de ciegg_f2_,
but also in his many novels--La region mas transparente
(1958),

La~.nill"

Cruz (1962),
~agra.cla

!L~

(1969).

conciencias (1961), J"a rnuerte de ArtHmio
(1962), Cambio de niel (1968), and

~ona

Although most of the action is centered in

Mexico, Fuentes refers to people arid places foreign with the
reference level of one cognizant of these places, particu-.
larly in Cambio de piel .
.Fuentes is aware of the influences of' other authors
upon him.

According to Ema..1'1uel Carballo, Fuentes is a non-

realist, but in

a11

unusual way because he finds his reality

not in the everyday, but in the probable.

"En sus textos,

todo es verdad, menos el texto conjunto . • . su realidad
es, pues, de esencias y no de circumstancias. 1 9 Fuentes
admits that he is interested not only in the fantastic but
1 9Emanuel Carballo, El cuento mexicano en el si,glo
XX (Mexico 1 Emvresas editoriales, S .A., 1964), p. 71.

10

in the fantasmagoric as well, and relegates this to his
early readings:
Siempre he tratado de percibir detras de la
apariencia fa..YJ.tasma.gorica de las cosa.s una realida.d
mas tangible, mas maciza gue la realidad evidente de
los dl:as. Esa preocupacion es producto de mis
lecturas infaDtiles muy dadas a gustar autores como
Robert Louis Stevenson y Edgar Allan Poe,2°
In addition to the above named influences, Fuentes
·-··

states, and it is evident to the

.,

..• ;., ..

r~ader,

that he has felt

the influence and to some extent has copied the styles of
James Joyce in Camus, Sartre, and Proust in addition to
those mentioned before. 21
As for political beliefs, Fuentes shows marked
leftist tendencies.

He has been closely associated with the

Movimiento de Li beracion Nacional..

Be cause of his visits to

Russia ru1d his interest and visits to Cuba he has been
looked upon unfavorably by the State Department of the
United States.- In his writings he aligns himself against
the capitalist way rather than in favor of it.

In Fuentes'
eyes "the single bright spot in Latin America is Cuba," 22
perhaps because of the nature of the Cuban Revolution and
the continuous reaffirmation of its ideals as opposed. to the
Mexican Revolu.tion, which Fuentes believes is dead because
20 Emanuel Carballo, Diecinueve rotall"onistas de la
li ter1J,tura mexican_a del siglo XX l!Iexico 1 Empresas
editoriales, S.A., 1965), p. 427.
21 John I\. Hutches, "Literary Life South of the Rio
Grande," §atui?day Review, (February 25, 1967), 4J.
22rlfeeter, op. cit., p. 129.
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of the loss of affirmation of its purpose, especially in
regard to the lower classes.

Fuentes does not consider him-

self a Communist but feels a definite debt to Marxism.

He

prefers to think of himself as a spolwsman for the third
person, "that is, of the neutral nations who wish to be
independent of both the Eastern and ltlestern blocks."• 2J He
is not unusual in his stand, for it is tmderstood that many
of the young writers in Mexico today are either liberal or
leftist.

It just seems that Fuentes is more vociferous than

some of the others.

The reason behind this political feeling

is these yoLL"lg writers' observations of events which have
indicated lack of fulfillment of the revolutionary ideals of
distribution of wealth among the people.

In particular they

have seen the entry of monied foreigners who have "bought
their way into the country through natives who were willing
to sacrifice these ideals for wealth.

These young writers

have become disillusioned with what they have seen.

Some

believe that Mexico emerged from the revolutionary period
much the same as it entered it--with a.large impoverished
lower class and a minority wealthy upper class.

They feel

that in addition to the economic problems, Mexico also has
an obsolete, inadequate governmental structure.
Lastly these writers feel that there has been a
"failure of family, church, and school to fulfill their

23

Reeve, op. cit., p. J6.
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minimum obligations to Mexican youth." 21j.
Thus Puentes has takem his place in Mexican literature as a conscience for Mexican liberals who are concerned
for the destiny of their country and hope that through
exposure, condi·dons will change.

Yet Fuentes is not con-

cerned only for Mexico's well-being.

Because he is well-

trave1ed and educated, h<is.•joo:i:n.t of'··vi.ew i.s much broader and
more cosmopolitan:
• • . (Oscar) r.evris da evidencia en un artfculo
sobre· Pedro J.1art:lnez g.ue Fuentes ya se acerca mas
a preocur)aciones no solo por el bienestar del pueblo
mexicano, sino tamb.j,en por prol,lemas basicos de la
existenc:ia humana.2.J
Fuentes has learned that
the world encompasses more
,.,,.,_,_
than l\'Iexico, but he is

stilL;;r::a~e;occupied

with Mexico's

problems and has leaxned these problemB are not necessarily
a conflict between man and his world but "al contrario, de
su f'usion." 26 Fuentes is not afraid to speak his mind, and,
as many writers today, he tries to catch the present moment'
and look to the past only to examine what may be its contributions to or distractions from the present.

He, much to

the chagrin of some other contemporary Mexican writers,
obviously feels that an author has a two-fold purpose:

that

2LfGeorge R. MacMurray, "Current Trends in the Mexican
Novel," Jij.s-oania, LI, J (Septemb8r, 1968), 5J6.
25Donald Moody Logan, "El concepto nacional en las
novelas de Carlos Fuentes" (Doctoral dissertation: Texas
Tec~~ical College, 196J), p. 12.
26 Peter G. Earle, "Ga.m:i.no .oscuro: r,a novel a hisp~mo
americana contemporanea," Cuadernos Jl.mericanos, CI,II, J
(mayo-junio, 1967), 207.
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of being creative and imaginative and that of furthed.ng
soeial progress in some manner, if only by speaking his mind.
Fuentes has suffered the consequences of speaking his mind,
for to date he has been called "a Cornmunist sympathizer, if
not actually a Communist." 2 7
Likewise he has from time to time been unpopular with
his countrymen because of his criticism of the country, yet
he is recognized by authors, philosophers, and politicians
as an acute observer of the scene and has done a great deal
to awaken interest in l'Jexico in his fellow Mexicans.

Be-

cause Fuentes is so recognized by many, it is possible to
view three of his novels in particular as sources of' social
protest or criticism.

The novels chosen for discussion are

La. region mas transparente (1!ihere the Air is Clear, 1958),
La mtwrte de Artemio Cruz, (The Death of Artemio Cruz, 1962),
and Cambio sie _J2iel (Change of Skin, 1967).

These three

novels are in reality from slightly different epochs of a
changing and growing l'/lexico, yet, in each some of the same
elements of social protest may be seen;

Along with these

three major novels, aspeets of several other of Fuentes'
works will be mentioned from time to time.

Among these other

works mentioned ar.e Los d.i:as enma.§CaY.'ados (The

!'~asked

Days,

1954), Cantar de ciegos (Stor_ies for the Blind, 1961;), 1M
:Jlll.9nas conciencias (The Good Conscience, 1961), Aura

(£1~,

27Robert G. l\!ead, Jr., "Carlos Fuentes, Mexico's
Angry Novelist," Books Abroad, XXXVIII, 4 (Autumn, l96L;),

380,

1962), and Zona sagrada (The Sacred Area, 1966).
There is a difference between a novel and a book: of
history, the line between subjectivity and objectivity, the
line between fiction and.fact.

The novel is "the intuitive

capturing of life in terms of humru" motivation and response
or lack of it, while history is the rational observation of
cause and ef:fect." 28 The above quoted article of Valdes goes
on to note that literature, by means of critical analysis and
interpretation can give insight into accepted patterns of
thought of any given social group, as well as i!1sight into
its unconscious spiritual ideas, social ideologies and inner
social groups. 29 Therefore, as in Fuentes' works, the
characters not only carry out the author's purpose of being
creative by portraying certain roles ru1d developing the story,
but the characters also help carry out the author's second
purpose which is, according to Fuentes, that of a social
critic.

The characters "become identified with a particular

social phenomenon and thus carry the extra-literary burden of
,30
protest
The only problell). with the assumption of this dual
role by the characters is that it has tended to create a
stereotype in I.atin American literature which, until around
28 Mario J. Valdes, "The Literary Social Symbol for
an Inter-related Study of Mexico," Q"ournal of Inter-American
Studies, VII, 3 (July, 1965), 386.
29Ibid.
30ibid.
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the 1930's, was the downtrodden poor Indian who was mis. treated by the white boss and was betrayed in many ways by
society.

Through constant repetition of this stereotype,

this literature began to fail in its conveyance of a social
message.

Then the need became apparent for a new literary

approach.

Fortunately a new group of writers arose.shortly

after·the 1930's and as a consequence of this group the
following occurred;
. . . the trite nlot of the futile attemnt to
conquer adversity has given way to an exploration o:f
the very roots of the . human condition as the' will-tobe of each man clashes, unites and develops with
those who share his world.31
Two precursors of this change might be Mariano
Azuela, J"os de aba,jo (The Underdogs, 1915), in which there
surel;-,r .i..s such a stereotype of the downtrodden, but in which
also the violence of man is contrasted with the serenity o:f
nature, or Don Segundo Sombra (Shadows on the Pampas_, 1926)
by Ricardo GUiraldes, in which man looks inward instead of
outwardly clashing violently with society.
Carlos Fuentes is a writer who ·is capable of using
the literary social symbol as discussed by Valdes because of
his widely diversified characters who expound Fuentes'
philosophies.

Fuentes is able to criticize socially through

his peculiar kinds of characters representing every type,

·from an upper echelon "swinger" to the lower type Indian who
clings to his past, yet is looking for his present and his

3libid. ' p. 390.
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future.

He is ono of those writers who1

. t h oy en l!.
.. .
j
. . . ex:ts·-e
· .lspanoam,~r:Lca
un grupo c.e
.,
"
b
l
.
.
·i
~
'
]
escrl·t,;ores ne o ras ( .(-j lm~~glrt8ClO.n qu.e ;:"'._ ~rave~3 a_e __
. psJ.c.o l ogJ_co
' .
. .
. ]_ eG·van
•'
t·ratan~d o
ana'1'lSls
y (~X.ls-cerlCla
de def:i.ni.;c:~el Bentido de ilU c•u1turn y de ~~u ser
nac i anal. ;:u:.
c

'.rhere are many ty:Fes o.f' social protest and many
areas which ax1 author may attempt to explore.
into many oi' these.

"Fuentes delves

One a.spect of' social protest which is

dealt with in this thesis is Fuen"':.es 1 belief that th9 Revolu-·
t:,on has been betrayed ancl consequently hac: failed.

He

criticizes the Revolution through n:any of his characters,
both o:f upper and lower class.

Fuentes also explol"es the

search f'or If:exican identity, especially in La. ree;Jon mils
tranpparente.

'rhe United States of America, as well as other

fon,igrt interests are founc1 to be at fault

1

not only in -tlwir.

own domain, but because of their influence in i>1exico.
Finally, social injustice, J.nequality, cruelty and inhumanity--universal concerns-·-are. held up to the l"fH?t.der' B examination

through Fuentes' skillful eye.
see!~

The following three chapters

to illustrate the nnture and depth of Fuentes' soc,ial

concerns.

Chapter 2

J.A

..

.

REGION MAS TRANSPARENTE

La region mas transnarente (Where the ]\i:r. is Clear,
19.58), was Fuentes' first novel after having written a book
of short stories called Los dias enmascarados (The
Days) in 1954.

~F!aslced

While his short stories had received small

acclaim, his first novel was hailed as a tremendous success
by most critics. By some it was called a psychological
novel 1 of social protest because it deals with the misery
and alienations present specifically in Mexico City in 1951.
Perhaps the style of this book was in itself a form
of social protest because he certainly employed techniquee
which were not common to Mexico's literary scene at that
time.

In this novel, as in later ones, he employed devices

such as flashbacks, selections from contemporary headlines,
advertisements, popular songs and newspaper articles.

He

also made some very unflattering descriptions of the inhabitants of the various social classes in Mexico City and, as
a result, he caused quite a stir.
The title of this book La region mas tran.snarente
comes from a book by Alfonso Reyes in which he states that
lsamuel Joseph O'Neill, Jr., "Psychological Literary
Techniques in Representative Contemporary Novels of Mexico"
(unpublished Doctor's dissertation, University of 1\iaryJ.and,
1965). p. s.
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the Spanish conquistadors said upon seeing the Valley of
'·'Jaxl"cor
~

»y·1a,]C
· r or h as 11.c,,a
"d o a .1 a ..
rc~l·o'n
"'
1n"1~
<.,·. tr an n.11 a r er1te
del aire,» 2 It seems, however, that Fuentes uses this title

j

rather ironically or sarcastically because he does not see
Mexico City as a place »where the air is clear» but rather as
a place clouded by social ills.

Thus he has written this

novel for the purpose of unclouding the atmosphere and returning to La region mas transparente:
Quiere que Mexico alcance identidad para que el
concepto nacional sea menos confuse y para que tenga
menos contradicciones. Para seguir este concepto,
hay que regresar al origen.j
The controversial nature of this novel has caused it
to receive many and varied opinions, not always good.

Unfor-

turlately for Fuentes it has even been attacked as an act of
plagiarism.

Although Fuentes may expound the ideas of

others, he is not necessarily guilty of plagiarism.
words are his own.

His

One critic in particular says it is

possible to find ideas taken from El laberinto de la soledad
by Octavio Paz as well as other ideas from Samuel Ramos a.r1d
Leopolda Zea on as many as sixty pages of the nove1. 4 In a
similar vein an article by Jose Vasquez Amaral notes that
2Richard Mark Reeve, "The Narrative Technique of
Carlos Fuentes, 1954-1964" (ur1published Doctor's dissertation, University of Illinois, 1967), p. 48.
JDonald Moody Logan, "El concepto nacional en las
novelas de Carlos Fuentes" (unpublished Master's thesis,
University of Texas, 1965), p. 69.
4 Eulogio Cerva.r1tes, "Carlos Fuentes y el plagiarismo,•
Exam_€2l, 25 ( septiembre-octubre, 1961), 75.
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Octavio Paz has said this of Fuentes' novel:
ambitious work in the worst possible sense."5

"It is an
At any rate,

Fuentes himself admits that he agrees with Paz in his evaluation of Mexico's ills and says of the novel:
ltlhere the Air is Clear is the first of a series of
novels designed to give :o..ri extensive and interwoven
panorama of l1lexican life. It depicts the black part of
!Vlexico, a riJexico that is now dying and being swept away
by a vigorous younger·,gGnaratJ"on. The ideas expounded
in it are not the ideas of the alienated intellectuals
of Mexico.trying to find excuses for a situation from
which they could find no way out,b
Ahmral in addi tioh insists that Manuel Zamacona, a
character in La.region mas transparente, is in fact a
characterization of Octavio Paz.

He also feels that critics

have been afraid to be truthful about Fuentes' novel--in
reality it is not worthy6f p{'~'fse it has received.

This is,

however, just one man's opinion.
The weight of criticism of this novel has been extremely favorable for Fuentrefor several of the previously
stated reasons:

its audacity of language, its strength of.

character and its novelty of style.

This novel delves deeply

into the social strata of Mexico City, a city which.is
changing so rapidly that it scarcely knows where to go and
finds itself wi tllout guidelines,

The novel is considered

a.'1

"imaginative portrayal of the many faces of an emerging
society, an honest snd vigorous attempt to unravel the social·
5Jose Vasquez Amaral, "l\1exico's Melting Pot,"
Saturday Review, XLIII, 47 (November 19, 1960), 29.

6carlos Fuentes, "South of the Border," Saturday

Review (J"etter from Fuentes in a.,_nswer to Jose Amaral), XLIII,
5I(De.cember 17, ·1960), 2'?.
.
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complexities of contemporary Mexican life."?

As Fuentes

himself states:
So I think that .La region mas transparente
reflected--intentionally, though without any attempt
to expound personal theories--the excessive and somewhat mythical preoccupation over nationality,
ancestrx, and patrimony rampant at the time in
Mexico. 0
In his attempt to reach the desired end of unraveling
the complexities of the city, Fuentes has used the literary
social symbol or symbols which have been previously explained.
The literary-social symbol can be valuable only if it is real
and Fuentes is cunningly able to make most of his characters
very real to the reader, with perhaps a few minor exceptions.
One such exception to reality is Ixca Cienf'uegos who tends to
float around in the novel as if unattached to either the
present or the past.

At times he is a ghost, at other times

a l>redecessor to the modern-day hippie.

Even though all his

characters are not flawless, one cri-tic holds that Fuentes is
SJ.lperior to .1\merican novelists of the time because his
characters "think as well as feel.
depth of their

depravity--a~d

Th~y

are aware of the

to this extent have a tragic

dimension. u9
These characters are nearly always from modern

?Gerald Kelly, "Kaleidoscope Effects," Mexico
Quarterly Review, I, 3 (Summer, 1962}, 212.
8 Luis Harss and Barbara Dohmann, Into the Mainstream,
(New York: Harper and Row, 1967), p. 292.
9se1don Rodman, "The Heroes It!ust Fail," New York
Times Review of Books, November lJ, 1960, Sec. VII, p. 45.
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Mexico City and represent all levels of society and all
levels of decency and corruption.

Fuentes fabricates pro-

tagonists who have had a great deal of difficulty in facing
the task of becoming part of modern

~.~exico.

many Mexicans have had the same problem of

'He feels that
adjustme~t

in

reality and one solace for them is the fact that they are
not alone in their search.

Through this search the Mexican
Revolution, once betrayed, can still progress. 10
There are four elements of Mexican society which are

minutely examined.

These are "the Mad Social, the Brutal

Business, the Painful Intellectual, and the Downtrodden
Poor." 11 Each of the characters on the various social
levels is unzr,asked and shovm to have some sort of true
id.enti ty which he has kept hidden from othe:cs and himself.
This self-deception on the part of the individual causes him
to become locked into a situation or social group which he
may dislike or not wish to contribute to but from which he
finds it difficult to extract himself.

Nationally speaking

this caused the Mexican to seek false goals for himself and
his country.

Fuentes criticizes this same concealment in

another novel, Cambio de piel.

In La region mas tran\::12_arente

each character is helped with his Ui1.masking by Ixca
Cienfuegos who provokes each character to do some soulsearching.

"Ya cada quien es quien debe ser,

10 ovNeill, op. cit., p. 210.
11Kelly, op. cit., p. 210.

tu

lo
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sabes. 1112
As a representative of the "Brutal Business" class,
Federico Robles is one of the nouveau riche.

Robles is a

rich banker in Mexico City vrho has gained his position because of his shady dealings during and after the Mexican
Revolution.

He is brought to his downfall by losses from

land speculation and destructive slander from his enemies.
Fuentes created this character from his knowledge 6f many
prominent men in Mexico who hade their fortune from the
Revolution and by doing so betrayed the ideals ru1d true
Cfl.Use of the Revolution as viewed by some.

Robles is much

like another of Fuentes' protagonists, Artemio Cruz.

He

(Robles) has ma.11ipulated people for his own selfish gains
and those of his wife, Norma, but arrives at the conclusion
that only his money has been of importance to others.
Fuentes is again pointing the way to self-deception being a
detriment to the person and on a larger scale to the nation.
One of the persons most greatly influenced by Robles
is his wife, Norma Larragoiti de Robles.

She has married

this man for his money and status and has lived to regret it.
Her marriage resembles that of' ilrtemio Cruz and Catalina in
J;,a muerte de Artemio Cruz with its lack of affection and lack
of mutual respect.

Much of this again occurs because of the

diesimulation involved.

Norma regrets her past, her up-

bringing, the fact that her mother is of Indian ancestry,
12

(Mexico:

carlos Fuentes, La region mas transnarente
Fondo de cultura, 195 ), p. 398.
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and, consequently, Norma is left with very little to comfort
her.

Fuentes seems to portray a parallel between Norma and

many Mexicans.

He goes on to explain Norma's climb up the

ladder of social success only to find that her position on
that ladder depends solely on her husband's achievement.

He

is depicting a grim future for individuals who have emulated
Robles' deceptions and, peJ.'ha}JB 1' K grim future for Mexico
itself if it does not recover the Revolutionary ideals when
Robles loses everything and, in the process, so does Norma.
She later becomes a human sacrifice to the life and spirit of
Mexico when she is burned in her mru1sion.

Through this

sacrifice Fuentes points out the need for Mexicans to give
up their phony deceptions for;,the sake of an enduring country
with high ideals for all.
Another central character of this story is Benjamfn
de Ovando.

He is from an extremely well-to-do family who

lost everything in the Revolution.
with Robles.

Benjamfn seeks a position

Fuentes makes an obvious effort to differenti-

ate between the feigned, acquired dignity of Norma and the
real dignity of the de Ovando family.

At the same time he

attempts to show the insecurity of Norma's position in relation to the security of the de Ovando family.

This security

is not financial, but based on tradition and respect.
Manuel Zamacona is the young, "Painful Intellectual"
who is as deeply concerned with Mexico as is Fuentes.

It is

Zamacona's character which frequently comes under fire as
being a borrowed. personage (see page 2 of this chapter).

Zamacona is obviously a disciple of the philosophy of
Octavia Paz.

To further complicate the plot of the story,

Zamacona is the illegitimate son of Federico Robles.

His

character is important because of the philosophy he expounds
and because his end may represent a philosophical end for
Mexico--useless, wasteful, and tragic.
Hortensia Chacon is an important person in the life
of Robles.

She is a blind woman for whom Robles has promised

to care since the death of her husband.

Robles finds comfort

in the presence of' Hortensia, a genuine person, and she, in
turn, loves him.

In fact, like Artemio Cruz, Robles seeks

his love-elsewhere, rather than in his home.

Unlike the

women :i.n Artemio' s present lifEt;-' Hortensia lives only for
Federico.
Roberto Regules, a lawyer, is an enemy of Robles who
desires to damage his career and reputation.

He in part ma;Y

repres.ent the intellectual who wishes to see no one benefi:t
from ill-gotten gains, especially where the Revolution is
involved.

He gladly contributes to Robles' dovmfall.

The "Downtrodden Poor" are represented in many .
characters by Fuentes.

He ob7iously feels a great empathy

for these people a.'!.d likes to explore the causes and effects
of their position.

Among the "Dovmtrodden Poor" it is :pos-

sible to find tipQg or pelados (two names given to young
members of youth gangs who use violence as their protective
mechanlsm).

In the story these include Gabriel, Beto, and

Tito who are very suspicious of outsiders.

As a result,
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they hate gringos yet envy them their possessions and affluence.

These pelados try to put up a gocid front by using

rough and obscene language and mannerisms and they "live in
constant fear of being discovered."l.3
Gladys Garcfa is also a part of the lower class.

She

is a prostitute in the city and lives in a dream world in
which she is not a prostitute, but a respectable person--a
salesgirl.

In many ways she seems to embody the spirit of

the poor in Mexico in that she is poor and lower class, wishing for a new position or change, yet doing nothing about it
except dreaming.
The "lllad Social" is represented by such people as
Cuquis and Bobo.

Their life is nothing more than a continual

round o.f parties and petty gossip.

The most important ele-

ment in their lives is this shallow hedonistic existence on
which they spend their energies.

None are spent for the

betterment of the people or the nation.
Of course there are other characters; perhaps the
most important is Ixca Cienfuegos, an embodiment of Mexico's
Indian ancestry.

He acts as a purveyor of the future of

Mexico, an all-seeing eye in the story.

He enters into the

lives of each character, draws out, and influences each
character in a specific way.

Ixca believes, through the in-

fluence of his mothr,r, Teodula Moctezuma, that Mexico will

l.3Reeve, op. cit., p. 207.
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find its salvation in a "return -to.-the past." 14
Propene dos caminos para la salvacion de Mexico
El uno es
exaltar y encontrar de nuevo lo pasado en la vida
ind.lgena. Esto lo simboliza Ixca Cienfuegos, uno
de los personajes de esta obra.

Y' para la tranquilidad del mexica.110.

. . . Esto se contrapone con lo que expone el
poeta l'lanue.l Zamacona quien arroja el peso rnuerto
de las civilizaciones pre-hispanicas. Zamacona
pre:f1ere no ver lo que )1,j3... Pas ado. Su v1s1on se
dirige haci.a e.l futuro.l:;
"'i

0

•

0

.,

Both lxca and his mother represent the unchangeab.le
past in l:lexico·--the ancestry which stil.l so greatly influences so many people, even in the modern metropolis of the
Distrito Federal.
As a vehic.le for socia.l criticism or protest, La

which have in the past plagued mexico and which were plS'esent
at tJ1e th2e of its pub.lication in 1958.

Through his wide

variety of characters in various social positions, Fuentes
presents opinions on many topics.
In this novel Fuentes protests against I·1exico' s loss
of identity and its over-emphasis on such eJ.ements as
ll.!.§£hismo, the term used to describe the agressive, insensitive, violent male.

Fuentes seeks to show that Mexico has

two pasts which could act as a firm fotmdation for modern
Mexico, but he points out that one nast, the India.'1 pa'lt, is·.

14Reeve, op. c1t.,
.
' .
p. 48
.l5Lino Garcia, Jr., "Las o.bras de Carlos Fuentes"
(unpublished !Jaster's thesis, North Texas University, 1966),
p.

41.J·.
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at times shamefully downtrodden, and the other past, the
Mexican Revolution, has been betrayed and. forgotten by many.
~·o

prove his first point he refers to the philosophy of

Octavia Paz, expounded by

~lanuel

Zamacona.

As Paz himself

states:
But to save himself, the Indian had to resort to
dissimulation and lying--defense mechanisms characteristic of all subject peoples, which have persisted in
Mexico. Consequently, the l\lexican excels at the .dissimulation of his passions and himself and l;)ring plays
a decisive ~ole in our daily lives, among high and
low alike .1
·
The Mexican makes constant reference to I.a Chingada,
the violated one.

The point here is not only to relate

women's weakness to that of La Malinche, but also the weakness of the Aztecs to the Conquerors.

According to O'Neill,

Fuentes is attempting to show that !.lexica has forgotten its
prima.ry role of appeasing the gods.

This appeasement would

have assured the continuation of the world. 1 7

Fuentes

obviously feels that Mexico's only path to the future involves the recovery of the past.

He stated:

"-Que no.se

puede ser mas que esa voluntad original, que todo lo demas
,18
. f'
son d ~s_.races.
A part of. the recovery of the past for Fuentes would

include the reuniting of the various social groups.

Fuentes

16Daniel James, "NeigJ1bors with an illien Complex"
(a, review of Octavia Paz, Labyrinth of Solitude) Saturday
Review, XLV, 14. (April 7, 1962), Jl+.
1 7o'Neill, op. cit., p. J49.
18Fuentes, La re<•;ion mas transparent.§_, p. J60.
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shows, through the obvious differences in his characters,
that the divisions in society are destroying Mexico and its
identity.

This has occurred through the energies devoted to

class rivalry.

He reflects upon the fact that many people

live as though in separate worlds, each unresponsive and
unresponsible for :i;he other.

The solution would be the

crossing of class barrie"rs 'inc· ·a.'-1 ··e·rfort to reach out to
other people.

The existential philosophy is obvious in that

premise .. The existentialist believes that what each man does
is related to the continuing existence of mankind.

Because

man in Mexico has gone in many directions and has ignored his
past and his fellowman, he has lost out in his relationship
with the gods and also has lost sight of his purpose for the
future:

"PerdemOf; la cuenta, Ixca.

como son iguales.

1'odos los d.las aqu.i'.

Polvo o lluvi.a, un sol parejo, nada mas .

.:,Que cosa puede resuscitar este mundo parejo, Ixca?"l9
Some of Puentes' Marxist tendencies appear in his
protest, especially in regard to the needs of the masses, the
macehuales as he calls them, to make a sacrifice if Mexico is
to succeed in winning its struggle for identity:

La salvacicn del mundo depende de este pueblo
anonimo que es el centro, el ombligo del astra. El
pueblo de Mexico, que es el linico contemporii.neo del
., 1
mundo, el rtnico pueblo que aun vive con los d:i.entes
pegados a la ubre original. Este conjunto de los
males olorcs y chancres y pulque viscoso y carne de
garfios que se apenusca en el lodo indi:ferenciado del ) cc)''!;f'i vs' ·
origen. Todos los~cfe-mas caen, hoy, hacia ese origen
que sin saberlo los determina; solo ncsotros hemocr
vi vi do slempre en el. 20

19 rbid. ,· p. 250.

20 Ib1'd,, p. 367 .
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Fuentes attempts to show the solution to the problems
of Mexican identity through his protest against the devisiveness of the class system, the hypocrisy of the modern rich
and the shame of the lower class.

He shows that the modern

Wexican is egotistical and materialistic, like the pelados
who never want to be shown for what they really are.

They

are constantly hidden behind a facade.
Estan perdidos los mexicanos en una cultura ala
cual le falta una orientacion clara a hondas raices
nacionales, y a la cua.l se sienten atra!dos por un
complejo resplandeciente de valores, metas, y actitudes
en su mayoria extranjeros (europeos y norteamerica.nos)
Y·.P?r lo fanto, dif~ciles y muchas veces imposibles de
2
as~m~lar.
The above words are from an interview with Fuentes.

The same

idea is expressed in the novel:
6Que cosa es el sentimiento de in~erioridad sino el
de la superior:i.dad disimulada? En la sunerioridad
plena, sencillamente, no existe el afan de justificacion.
La inferioridad nuestra no es sino el sentimento disimulado de una excelencia que los demas no alcanzan a distinguir, de un conjunto de altas normas.que, por disgracia, no acaban de funcionar·, de hacerse evidentes o
de merecer el respeto ajeno.22
Along the same lines Zamacona points out this aspect of
Mexico's identity crisis by his thesis that "Mexico lost its
identity in its pathological aping of foreign customs and
cultures. " 23
Fuentes finds fault with other aspects of Mexico
21 R. G. Mead, Jr., "Carlos Fuentes, airado novelista
mexicano," Hispani~, L, 2 (If!ay, 1967), 231.
22 Fuen t es, La regJ.on
.~ mas transparente, p. 62.
23Harss and Dohmann, op. cit., p. 288.
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besides its identity crisis in this period.

He comes to

grips with some facets of the Mexicar1 personality besides
those already discussed.

In addition to dealing with the

false nature of the Mexican personality as shown to the
world at large (dealt with as a part of identity), Fuentes
finds that the Mexican is impractical in his desires for
mated.al possessions or ideologica.J change.

In this novel

he states, "Todo lo mexicano es sentimentalmente excelente,
aunque practicamente sea iniitil." 24 The mexican is also
impractical in the masks he maintains to hide his true self•
"The masks of indifference, stasis, introversion, suspicion,
hyprocrisy, courtesy and resignation are intended to hide
the despairing solitude which the Mexican feels today." 2"J
He is impractical because his masks often cost him a great
deal of energy and. denial of self'.
Constantly in line for its share of criticism is the
political system of Mexico, including the current government
organization.

Fuentes finds fault with the one-party system

because he sees it as a mask with which the government is
deceiving the people.

He feels that the party! known as the

Partido Revolucionario Institucional since 1946, should do
away with the tanado system (This is the practice of naming
the official candidate in advance and then electing him),
and allow free choice.

ZL~Fuentes, iBid.
25o'Ne111,
_
op. c1"t ., p. 368·.
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El candidate del P.R.I. llegara, como siempre, a
ser Presidente. No es ese el problema. Lo que el
pueblo quiere, y lo querra cada dia mas, es que el
candidate definitive no sea escggido, a su vez, por
un conclave de ex-Fresidentes.2
This is reiterated in the following section of the novel:
Lo que rechazo es la somnolencia que el "partido
unico" ha impuesto a la vida politica de Mexico,
impidiendo el nacimiento de movimientos politicos
que pudieran ayudar a resolver los problemas de Mexico
y que podrian ayudar a resolver los problemas de
r.Ub:ico
. 27
The bacl:vtardness of the country is blamed not only
on the politicos but also on the intellectuals, V\ho, in the
words of Zamacona "son los marxistas mas tontos del mundo,
o los que creen que es importante hacer una obra en serio
aunque sean aislados, que ma.l'lcharse en una vida publica tan
estupida y mecanica como la nuestra." 28 Along the same lines,
Manuel Zamacona, the philosopher, says, "Nuestra vida cultural vive en un perpetuo statu guo

. Dentro de diez

aiios este sera. un pais dominado por los plutocratas, tu
veras." 29 As one researcher so aptly put it: "The agony of
her people is over the supra-dimensional dichotomy between
her cultural heritage and her burgeoning socio-economic
fabric. ,JO
Fuentes, ~L~a~r~e~g~i~o~n~m~a~s~~t~r~a~n~s~n~a~rente, p. 360.
27 Ib~d.
. , p. 27 4 .
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28 Ibid., p. 360.

29 Ibid. , p. 359.

JONorman Joseph I,una, "In the Land of Xipe Topec"
(unpublished Doctor's dissertation, Universit:>r of Colorado,
1969). p. 53.
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Unlilce many protesters, Puentes· offers solutions to
the identity crisis, to the problem of class and to certain
other social ills.

His answers may be too simplified for

the complexity of the problems.

These ansvrers are embodied

in three men and their final outcome in the story.

Robles

represents a solution to Mexico's problems of identity in the
present.

That is he fails in his efforts at capitalism and

must come to the reality of.giving up his affluence.

In

turn he must become a real person whose life is not controlled by the dollar.

He must contribute to society through

himself and not his money.
Zamacona's solution is for the future.

It involves

building the country on new ideas and abolishing the old ways
entirely,

To Fuentes this idea does not seem functional.

Cienfuego's solution is through the past.

Mexico

should not deny its heritage but should build upon it and in
that way resolve its identity crisis.
Mexico City is criticized by Fuentes, although his'
object may be more universally directed at other cities.
First of all, through such characters as NorJna Larragoiti de
Robles, Robles himself and the members of the Jet Set,
Fuentes shows the inhumanity which comes about at the constant search for material pleasures and possessions stimulated by city life.

He reiterates that the city brings about
more spiritual loneliness through its multitudes.3 1 Much as

31 o•Ne;ll,
~
op.

' t . ,· p . ,.,.
'·oo .

c~
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rebels of

toda;~r

in many parts of the world, Fuentes blames

the loss of spiritual togetherness, personality and indi vi-·
duality on the city.
City is not favorable.

As a result, Fuentes' view of mexico

As in other works, he pictures the

City as a place full of dust and filth--an unfit home for
anyone.

Much as the narrator in Fuentes' novel Carnbio

d~

pieJ. descri.bes the streets of Cholula and the streets of
Mexico City, Fuentes says the following:
La avenida semejaba una cornucopia de basura:
rollos de diario clerelicto, los desperdicios de los
cafes de chinos, los perros muertos, la vie~a hurgando,
clavada en un bote, los nHios dormidos removiendose en
la nidada de los periodicos y ca.rteles. La luz del
mas tenue de los cirios de filnebres. Del Caba.llito a
los Doctores arrau~aba un ataud de asfalto, triste como
una mana tendida.j
·
, . . que el rostro de Cienfuegos descend1a sobre
el cuJ'O, igual que la lluvia sobre los montones de
basura hinchada, sobre los techos de lamina y azoteas
de tezontle y pa.vimientos de la ciudad. Y como las
calles, ese rostro se tragaba la naturaleza y la
mata.ba, como las calles . . . · .33
There are other examples of the way Fuentes feels
about the city, but they may be summed up on one word-decay.

Fuentes sees what is happening. in the modern city

as the moral and physical decay of an earlier people m1d
place.

He really does not offer his solution to this prob-

lem, except that again.he advocates acceptance of inherited
ways.

It is in his analysis of the City that we find the

irony of the title, La region ma.s transparente.
~?

• ,

,.

It is

-'·-Fuentes, JJa reg:LOn mas transparente, p. 121.

33rbid., p. 249-250.
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obvious that in Fuentes'

e:~res

the :place is not where one can

find the clearest air, either socially or spiritually.
La region mas transparente is a :place for more social
:protest concerning the Mexican Revolution.

Fuentes grew u:p

in the immediate aftermath of the Revolution and as a young
intellectual he believed in the Revolution.

As mentioned

before, Fuentes believes that the Revolution has been betrayed, again by the wealthy, by the businessmen and the middle
class.

Fuentes opines there is widespread disillusion on all
'

levels regarding the Revolution:
For desgracia, la nueva burguesia mexicana no ve
mas alla de eso, su unico deseo, IJOr el memento, es
a:pro:piarse, curu1to antes los moldes clasicos de la
burguesia capitalists. . . . Pero, ,:.que vamos a hacer
cuando todo el poder real emru1ado de la Revolucion se
ha entregado, volUlJuosamente, a las cosquillas de un
cresohedonis:no sin :paralelo en r.1exico?34
For Fuentes, because it was a bourgeois revolution, it VIas
not a popular revolution.

Because the middle class has not

assumed. the Hev.olutionary goals, for Fuentes it has failed
the Revolution from which it came:
Este memento, en el que el mexicano deja atras
su fe dinamica en la Revolucion y se enfrenta con la
incertidumbre de un destine :personal es el eje de la
novela, el memento transparente.35
In Fuentes' criticism of the Revolution he sees such men as
Federico Robles as the very men who have silenced the
believers and workers in the Revolution.

He says:

JLfFuentes, La region mas transparente, :p. 6).
35Luis Andres l-lurillo, review of Carlos Fuentes',
La region mas tra11sparente, Revista Iberoamericana, XXIV,
47 (enero-julio, 1959), 195.

35
Esa nueva plutocracia no ha tenido su germen en el
trabajo, sino en el aprovechamiento de una situa.cion
"'"I •
~
po J.:l."cJ.ca
para crear negocJ.os
prosperos; y su t emprana
creaci6n fru~tro, desde arriba, lo mas puro de la
Revoluci6n.3
rJ'

He feel that this type of wealthy, important man gained
because of the Hevolution and has turned his back on it.

Men

such as Hobles did not believe in the ideals of the Revolution
enough to deny personal gain. ·Even today Fuentes finds that
it is a "small group apart of selfless intellectuals who
work to improve the lot of the poor."37

The enrichment from

the Revolution was in the upper and the middle class.
loss was in the failure to advance the poor.

The

Somewhat des-

pairingly one prisoner of the Revolution in Puentes' book
said 1

"Nada va a cambiar. ,3B".

An equally great failure of the Revolution is found
in that the middle and upper classes see the event as somewhat of a success and use the Revolution as a stepping stone
to even greater benefits.
believe1

As Robles tries to make everyone

"La revolucion ha desarrollado plenamente sus

metas, en todos sentidos."39

.

Because city life tends to diminish the role of
religion in·everyday life, Fuentes avoids the issues to a
great extent in this novel.

Ixca Cienfuegos and Teodula

36 Fuentes, La region mas transparente, p. 274.
37Raymond Weeter, "The Modern Novel of the City of
Mexico" (unpublished ~1aster' s thesis, University of California, 196-), p. 136.
3BFuenoes,
·
LaregJ,..Qll_mas
.~
• t raxJ.men·ce,
~
r>. 136 .
39Ibid. , p. 2'71.

Moctezurna represent an adherence to the ancient Indian religion.

He indicates in this novel as well as in Cambia de

]iE:l that the Catholic religion would not have enjoyed such
grea.t success if it were not for the importance of the
al'lcient religions in the lives of the people.

He does not

advocate a return to human sacrifice but that credit should
be given to the religious heritage that was present in
Mexico.

He believes that the Catholic church has presented

religion to many people in the wrong way.

This is reflected

in the words of a member of the Jet Set:
Oye, y los pinches curas de l\iexico, y el pin-ch'lsi-mo catolicismo mexicano. ;Pero que tomadura de
pelo viejo~ Pero si esto es grave; querido, si ser
cri.stiano de ve:r·as--o buclista de veras, si til. quieres-. pro bl emon
~
es un
. . . . rfa
European and North American interests are targets
for

Fuente~:'

protest in this first novel, although not to the

great extent they are in his other works.

Like Jose Enrique

Hodo of Uruguay in Ariel (1900) and many other Latin Americ'an
authors, Fuentes advocates that Mexico should not copy the
United States ru'ld should steer clear of any more European
entanglements.

He emphasizes the desirability of nationalism

through his character Zamacona when he states:

"Siempre hemos

querido correr hacia modelos que no nos pertenecen, vestirnos
con tra,jes que no nos quedan, disfrazarnos para ocul tar la
verdad." 41

This relates to the fact that Fuentes believes

that the Mexi.ca-"1 has relinquished his mexicanidad in order

· I}Q Ibl'd . , p. J/7
.o .

I.Ll

.

.

· Ibid., p. 269.

37
to emulate in materialism ru'ld. economic life the nearest model,
the United States of America.

Puentes appears to blame a

part of the failure of the Revolution on the United States.
He believes that the attempt to copy the way of life in the
United States was made too fast and the Mexican was unable
to grow into his ovm "modern" role .
.According to Fuentes, Mexico has been emulating a
stagnant order--that of capitalism.

Two powerful examples

of his lac]{ of esteem for the United States are the following:
l,Piensa usted por ejemplo, que la nacion mas rica
que ha conocido la historia, es una nacion precisamente
feliz? T·~o es, per el contrario, 1 ,~na nacion presa de
un profunda malestar espiritual?"
No resulta bastante contradictorio aue en el
memento en que vemos muy claramente que-el capitalismo
h3. cumi;lido su ciclo vi tal y subsiste apenas en una
especie de hincha\'6n ficticia, nosotros iniciemcs el
.
,
.
..., r;hJ
camJ.no
nacla
e.L.
-r

·

He fears that the problems of industrialization, urbanization
and modernization brought on in attempt to mirror the United
S.tates will leave Mexico in worse conditions th&'l before the
Revolution.
Thus in La region mas

tr·ansparent~.

Fuentes protests

against the betrayal of the Revolution, the inability of the
Mexican to find himself, the emulation of the United States
and other foreign interests, the dehumanization of the city,
and the existing political system in Mexico.

''2 Ibid. , p. 270.
..,-

The next

4 3Ibid. , p. 271.

chapter will deal with some of these same subjects in relation to the novel, La muerte de .Artemio Cruz,.

Chapter 3
L.A MUE.RTE DE AHTEMIO CRUZ
Another social protest novel set in the city of
Mexico is J!ll..l!Lue.,..te de Artemio

Cnu~.

Published in 1962, it ······

is another of Carlos Fuentes' major works.

It also repre-

sents somewhat of a change in the philosophy present in La
'
•' mas
.. ·cransparen t e. It deals less with the problem of
reg;1on
~

Mexican identity and, in the words of Raymond Weeter, helps
the Mexican to gain self-confidence and pride in himself and
· his country. 1

Once again the city plays a great part in

Fuentes' novel, for it is here that Fuentes finds his ideas
and ci:aracters and where he chooses to use the literary
social symbol.
J,a muerte de Artemio Cruz is an interesting book
technically and in content.
points of view I

Y.Q,

The novel is written from three

tid and el' just as I,a rer;ion mas trans-

parente was written from the points of views

the past or

ancestry, the present or ·patrimony and the future or nation-·
ali ty.

In [lrtemio Cruz the Y.9. depicts the debilitated body

on the sick bed as well as the most recent events of his
life.
1 Raymond D. ~~eeter, "The Modern Novel of the City of
Mexico" ( u:npubJ.ished Ir!aster' s thesis, University of California, 1965), p. 26.

4o
Soy esto. Soy este viejo con las funciones
partidas por los cuadros desiguales del vidrio. Soy
este oJo. Soy este yo. Soy este ojo surcado por
las ra1ces de u~a calera acumulada, vieja, olvidada,
siempre actual.
The tu represents a future that the XQ will never
see or be part of.

It is sort of sub-conscious future state

which describes the way Artemio wants to feel but may not
live to do so.

"Tu te sentiras orgulloso de ti mismo, sin

demonstrarlo.

Pensaras que has hecho tantas cosas cobardes

que el valor resulta facil."J
The

eJ.

in the story is the vivid past of .Artemio.

It is a past which Artemio desires to relive and does so in
his mind and through the el.

The

e1

deals with his early

life, deeds and love:

(1913; DICIEMBRE 4)
El sintio el hueco de la rodilla de la mujer,
humedo, junto a su cintura. Siempre sudaba de esa
manera ligera y fresca: cuando el separo el brazo
de la cintura de Regina, alli tambien sintio la
humedad de cristales liquidos.4
The story is written as a view of a dying man,
Artemio Cruz.

It is his perception of the past, through pre-

cisely dated episodes, the present, and the future.

Cruz

represents tJ:le illustrious, wealthy Mexican for whom the
Revolution was a stepping stone to success and riches.

He

"embodies the tragic contradictions of a revolution which
2carlos Fuentes, J,a muerte de Artemio Cruz (Mexico,

Fonda de Cultura, 1962), p. 9.
Jibid.' p. 14.
4 Ibid., p. 6J,
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stopped being essentially revolutionary far too soon."5
Artemio stands, in many respects fo;r Mexico itself and some
of the changes it has undergone since the Revolution:

thus

he represents Mexico's past, present, and future.
The main characters In the novel are the three
Artemios al'ld the persons who are woven into his life.
Catalina is his wife who 'a-c·cumpa:ni-es him throughout the
novel pl1ysically, and yet spiritually and emotionally is
extremely distant from Artemio.

She is embittered because

of the way Artemio entered her life.

Catalina has sworn re-

venge by depriving him of the kind of love he. wa11ts and
needs:
Para Jl.rtemi.o Cruz, Catalina significa un testigo
al que hay que destruir a la vez que respetar. Sabe
que en ella.tiene un testigo rencoroso de sus aetas,
un testigo que, sin embargo, lo pudo haber redimido.6
There was a time when Catalina could have changed Arteroio's
life if she could have given him the love he needed.

She ,

remained aloof, however, because of the promise she had made
t'o herself.

Artemio a"ld Catalina, from that time on, con-

tinued on two parallel but different courses.
Don Gamaliel, Catalina's father, plays an important
role in ,;rtemio' s life because he too could have cha"lged the

5Alexander Colemnn, "A life retold," rev. of Carlos
Fuentes' Death of Artemio Cruz, New York T~mes Book Review,
November 2-8, 190,Sec. VII, p. 3.
0'

Samuel Joseph O'Neill, "Psychological-Literary
Techniques in Representative .ContemporBxy Novels of Hexico"
(unpublished Doctor's dinserta tion, University of lilarylsnd,

1965), p. 1.r4l.
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course of that life.

He is representative of the large

landholder who should be affected by the Revolution but tries
not to be, like the large landholder, Don Cesar, in BalunQanaan by Rosario Castellanos•

"-Ah, pero el viejo ah:l

sigue igual de taimado, sin dar su brazo a tercer.
morirse a renunciar, lo que sea de cada quien."?

Prefiere
But

Artemio plays a game--a clever one--and in doing so takes
over the landholdings of Don Gamaliel and, included in the
deal, his daughter Catalina.
Gamaliel represents the declining, landed aristocracy
which controlled so much of the land prior to the Revolution.
Artemio becomes a part of the nouveau riche who will be the
aristocracy in Mexico.

The difference between Don Gamaliel

and Artemio not only can be found in the way in which each
acquired his wealth but also in each one's view of his position in life.

Artemio could never have felt this way about

himself•
El viejo se imaginaba a s:l mismo como el producto
final de una civilzacion peculiarmente criolla: la
de los despotas ilustrados. Se deleitaba pensandose
como un padre, a veces duro, al cabo proveedor y siempre
dep~sitario de una tradicion del buen gusto, de cor.
tes~a, de cultura. 8
Artemio's role was that of a rich man who plotted and
thought of only his own wealth and success, in a much different way than Gamaliel.

Gamaliel thought of his workers

?Fuentes, La muerte de Artemio Cruz, p. 14.
8 Ibid., p. 50.

as children and thus felt that he owed·them the debt of a
father to some small degree.

Artemio felt no debt to anyone.

lis the young stranger who comes to the Bernal home, f..rtemio

says this of the situation:
Vamos entregandole esas tierras a los campesinos,
que al fin son tierras de·temporal y les rend:i.ran muy
poco. Vamos parac:eHindolas para que solo pued.an sembrar
cultivos menores. Ya vera usted que en cuan.to tengan
que agradece.cnos eso, dejaran a las mu;jeres encargadas
de las tierras malas y volver:'in a traba.;jar x:uestras
tierl"D.S fer-tiles. Mire no mas I si hasta puede us ted
pasar por un heroe de la reforma agraria, sin que le
cueste nada.9
Gamaliel represents the old order which lived by tradition,
while 1\rtemio is the traitor to Revolutionary ideals.

It is

Artemio who pretends to fulfill a duty to the Revolution 1Nhen,
in :reality he is only :filling his mm pockets.
criticism

·~hat

This is a

Fuentes makes of many people-·-especially those

who wen:: h;fpocri tical as was 1\rtemio.
There are other characters in this novel who are of
importance because o:f their influence on Artemio's life, yet
l\rtemio J.s the center of the novel.
'I.'he social protest in this novel is not directed so
strongly at the search for )-o J.llexicanQ. as it is at the r,1exican Revolution and its betrayal.
fee~.s

As stated before, Fuentes

strongly 'Chat the Revolution is over and that one

reason :for .i.ts death is the loss of its ideals.

~'his

novel

has been called tragic because the point of the story is
"the betrayal of the Mexican Revolution by one of its sons

9:nnd.,
.
p. 54 .
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to self-ar;randizcmcnt and forei:";n interests. ,lO

It is

pointed out in the story that one important factor in the
failure of the Revolution was a lack of faith in it at the
time.

In fact, Gonzalo Bernal, Catalina's brother, flays to

Arten1io that he is glad he is in jail and does not have to
choose sides because "lC6mo pod!a estar con Zapata o Villa?
No creo en

•

n~nguno.

nll

Fuentes is the champion of the masses, the campesinos
(peasants) who have been used by the Revolution.

He believes

that such men as Artemio Cruz could not have come to power,
to their present position, without having used the lower
class people.

In other words these people made Cruz what he

is--an example of the wealthy lllJper class in Mexico--yet they
remain in poverty.
failed.

In this regard, then, the Revolution

The Revolution did bring about changes such as the

growth of the middle class, the return of some land to the
poor, and some government reform, but Fuentes believes that
its failure also is found in the fact that it ceased to be
Revolutionary.

Perhaps it is Fuentes' r.Iarxist tendencies

which cause him to believe, along with other young intellectuals, that many of the events of 1910 were ineffectual and
the "true Revolution" is yet to come, a "goal for the future

10 Lawrence H. IClibbe, "A Review of The Death of
Artemio Cruz," Books Abroad, XXXVII, 1 (winter, 19(3T:-61.
11Fuentes, La muerte de l\rtemio Cruz, p. 194.
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of r.iexico . . . tinged with Llarxist ideals. ,l 2
Cruz himself realizes at the time of his death that
he has betrayed the Revolution.
portant to r.Ic;dco.
thing wrong.

He still feels himself im-

He feels o.s thouc;h he has not done any-

He gloats in fact over his good fortunes

. • . y le repetiras a Fadilla los pasos que
integraron eoa riqueza. Prestm:1os a corte plazo y
alto interes a los campesinos del estado de Iuebla,
al terminar la revolucion; adquisicion de terrenos
cercanos a la ciudad de Puebla, previendo su crecimiento; gracias a tma amistosa intervencion del
Preside~te en tur~o! terrenos ~~ra fraccionamientos
en la c~udad de Mex~co . . . .
·
Fuentes believes that people such as Artemio will
always exist in Mexico, as well as in other parts of the
world.

He sees Artemio not only in his role of young lieu-

tenant during the vrar, but of an exploiter of the beaten
aristocracy and the dovmtrodden poor.
has passed through many of the

sa~e

He feels that Artemio

stages as the country

itself and that he is openly facing his destiny, in much the
same way that Mexico must face its destiny. _"Artemio Cruz.
As! se llamaba, entonces el nuevo mundo surgido de la
guerra civil; as! se llamaban quienes llegaban a sustituirlo."14
Artemio himself is nearly a man without a country
for he despises the poor and merely uses Mexico as a tool
12 rBildred Aclarr~s, "The Time of Life Lies Between

Paralysis and Prenzy," rev. of Carlos Fuentes, The Death of
Artemio Cruz (Farrar, Straus), New York Times Book Review,
Pay 22,, 1961+, Sec. VII, p. 4.
l3Fuentes, La muerte de Artenio Cruz, p. 16.
14

Ibid., p. 50.

with which to become rich.
spects.

He is unidealistic in many re··

He was thus while fighting in the war.

He fought

for something in which he did not believe---certainly very
self·-demoralizing.

Cruz himself says:

"Una revolucion

empieza a hacerse desde los campos de batalla, pero una vez
que se corrompe, aunque sigue ganando batallas militares, ya
esta perdida. Todos hemos sides responsables." 1 5
According to Richard liiar.k Reeve, Cruz is identified
with Mexico's most reactionary president, Plutarco Elias
Calles, and with foreign dictators such as BatiErta. and
Trujillo.

He despises the reform-minded Mexican president,
Lazaro CE\rdenas . 16 He feels this w2,y because of the fear of

losing his holdings and power in Mexico if too many reforms
are brought about.

He Gi.des with the foreign dictators. be-

cause of the possibility of gaining or losing holdings in
their countries.

Artem.io has lived and created for the

material things in life, even at the expense of the Revolution.

His allegiance consequently is to those material things

and not to any man who may threaten them.
Besides protesting the betrayal of the Revolution,
Fuentes protests the upper class in r.Iexico City,

He has

lived and worked in Mexico and has seen the occurrences of
which he speaks in the novel.

Perhaps during their youth

l5Ibid., p. 194.
16 Richard Mark Reeve, "The Narrative ~.'echnique of
Carlos Fuentes, 1954-·196L;" (unpublished Doctor's dissertation,
University of Illinois, 1967), l'· 101.

thet>e young arietocrats like Cruz were idealistic, but their
entry into the business world hD.s caused them to be "corrupt,
immoral, and h;y-pocri tical.

,l7 Artemio has risen in the

business world through bribes and corruption and although
he adrni ts the complexity of l!iexico' r; problems, he is not
willing to r;hare the guilt for them in hi8 ovm mind.

In one

part of the novel he speaks of what will be inherited by
thor3e who cm;Je after him, and Fuentes does not depict a very
pr·etty pic·t;ure of Iilexico • s future:
leB 1egarcls SUS lideres ladrones, SUS sindi~
catos so1:1etidos, sur:; nuevos latifundios, sus inversiones
americanas, sus obreros enoarcelados, sus acaparadores
y su f~T8J1 prens.a, sus braceros, sus g:ca.naderos y agenteo
secretes, sus dep6sitos en el extrsnjero, sus agiotistas
,
,.
t atos
d
...
engomenaaos,
sus alpu
serv1"1 est sus· m1n1s~ros
lambisconcs, ~~us fraccionamientos elegantes ~ sus ani-verns.rios y EHJS conmemoraciones, sus pulgas y sus
torti1l~~r:; agu~::anade.s, sus indios iletrados, sus traba-·
jodores cesantes, sus montes rapados, sus hombres
gordo:.3 D.r1n.ador:~ de . . . uTI as : tengan su T.18xico: tengan tu
herenc:i.a . . . l0
n

•

-•

S5.nce such a large portion of this novel deals with
the l'''cxican. Hevolution .it is possible to continue citing
references to it and to the fs.:llures of the upper cl<J.ss.

In

additior: to what has been stated previously, there are
several other approacheG to the discussion of the Revolution.
FuentGs .indicates that the Revolution n12.y have
not only

of

bc~causr:~

but also because of
No~:;

thE~

sncl. 1ac];: of

str(~ngth

a failure

of rf:1sol ve,

following:

.h.8mo.a c1.e ,j ~i.clo di vidir y d iritsir por 1 os con-

"n

.Lril,J.LG.
_. .,

"

beti'D.ya.l~-

be(~n

()

~(. •).l~l~r·_,.,,
·l'c.•

J.

j

p. ., 1''"
··rt:.,

,

·t··.,
-t.> .. ) ;
C'

r~~L l:lU8J:tG

do

Artr~mio

Cx·uz, p.
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cupiscentce, loa ambiciosos, los mediocres. I,os que
quiPren una revolucion de vcrdad, radical, intransigente,
son por desgracia hombres i,c;norantes y sangr.ientos. Y
los letrados solo quieren una revoluci6n a medias . . , 19
In other words, the pe·ople who strongly believed in the true

revolution were not the intellectuals.

They were often un··

educated men or semi-educated men who saw wrongs being done
and were going to right them in the most effective way they
kl1ew.

The more educated people had only a partial interest

in the Revolution and soon ceased to support it, especially
if'·they had gained materially.
The masses were involved in the fighting much more
than any. other group, not only because of numbers·but also
because of the f'ierceness·of-their desire·for change.
matt>ly, these people lost out un many benefits

fo~·

Ulti--

which they

had been fighting:
Lo malo era que la mayor parte de la poblacion
andaba en armas y cas:i. todos eran campesinos, de manera
que faltaba quien se encargara de aplicar los decretos
del general. L'ntonces era mejor que le quitaran en
seguida el dinero a los rices que quedaban en cada
pueblo y esperaran q_u8 triunfarala revoluci6n para
legalizar lo do las tierras y lo de la jornada de ocho
horaB.L..''0

/

The people we:ce betrayed also, then, by their ovm zealousness
and their blind. i'ai th that the leaders vrould fulfill the
decrees.

Fuentes believes that these leaders were neither

clever enough no:r- good enough to do so.

This :'3tory does not get too involved with

l~'uentes'

own political belie:?s but rather reflects his "10:trong commit19-[b',
.. 'lCl.t

p.

?0.

4·9
Some have gone so far as to state

ments to social reform." 21

that the writing of 1\rtemio Cruz would not have been possible
had it not been for the recent stimulus to reform of the
Cuban incident for which Fuentes has great sympathy:
No parece exagerado sugerir que se escribio desde
la revolucion cubana; que ese enjuiciamiento duro, y
esa presentacion de conjunto de la revolucion mexicana,
se ha hecho posible por la presencia en el continente
de otro acontecimiento historico que, estando vinculado
a esta ultima, representa, sin embargo su superacion
cronologica y sobre todo estructural •• , ,22
Fuentes' belief that the Revolution has failed and
his criticism of the upper class are only two aspects of
Mexico which he examines.

He sees that many of the problems

confronting Mexico today are a result of a poor system of
values--not just of the wealthy, but everyone.

Don 1\rtemio's

saving grace may be that he admits his value scale and believes it is right for him.

His value scale would, of

course, esteem most highly power and wealth.

Others do not

necessarily have 1\.rtemio's honesty and, while-they mouth
idealistic philosophical slogans, they are realistically
seeking only the same goals:

"6Quien tendra la honradez de

decir, como yo lo digo ahora, que mi unico amor ha sido la
posesion de las cosas, su propiedad sensual? Eso es lo que
quiero." 23 This dishonesty on the part of certain sectors
21 Luis Harss and Barbra Dohmann, Into the Mainstream
(New Yorio Harper and Row, 196?), p. 299.
22 Roberto Fernandez Retmnar, "Carlos Fuentes y la
otra novela de la revolucion mexicana," Cas a de las Americas,
XXVI, 4 (octubre-noviembre, 1964), 126.
23Fuentes, La muerte de 1\rtemio Cruz, p. 139.
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may be-seen in the picture of Nexico in the nineteenth century with "su clero negociante, sL1 perpetuo carnava.L'

"24 A corrupt

tico, y su gobierno en deuda permanente . .
government and a money-hungry,

l~1ndholding

deed cause mistrust among the people.

1 ,

po~l.-

clergy would in-

Artemio recalls

government corruption in the past and present as Fuentes
himself must.

Small wonder that Artemio feels no remorse for

his own actions when he has seen governments corrupted a."ld
doing much the same as he does:
El viaje a Sonora lo habras hecho en au'comovilVolvo 1959, placas DF 712- porq_ue algunos personajes
del gobierno habrian pensado ponerse muy pesados y
tu deberias recorrer todo ese camino a fin de asegurarte la lealtad de esa cadena de funcionarios a
J.os q_ue has comprado--comprado, sf, no te enganaras
con tus palabras ·de <"..ni versario. 25
A man like ll:;:·temio is not likely to capi. tulate to a govern-·

ment ;-,hi.ch has been manirmlated for years by wealth and
power.
Fu.entes sees the Mexican government as being extremely concerned with outside interests which are able to
manipulate the government to a cE>rtain-extent.

Men like

Arteuio are entangled in foreign interests and use their
connections to put pressure on high officials:
, s1,
,
,
s1.
S1,

Que, b ueno que nuescros
"
. • l
1.aea~es

coinciden con nuestros intereses, .;.verdad que si?
hable usted con su embajador, que ejerza
-~
.
.~
m.·es1on
so 1)re e~1 go b'1erno mexlca.'l.o,
que es t~a rec:1en
estrenado y media ve:edeci to todavfa. 2.6
Y otra co::;a:

2

,,
1-., T,l

.1.1

uen ..l.ce s, _!;a
muer -'-~,..e de Artemio Cruz, p. 291.

25 Ibid.,
.
p. 14.

26 Ibid. , p. 119.
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Artemio finds it easy to associate with North Americans because they represent to him an ideal--a goal of which he
hopes he is representative:
• • . admiras s~ eficacia, sus comodidades, su
higiene, su poder, su volunta.d y miras a tu alrededor
y te parecen intolerables la inconpetencia, la miseria,
la sucieda~-· la abulia la desnudez de este pobre pais
que nada t1ene . . . . 2-7
Perhaps because of this env;rfor the United States which
Artemio felt, but which Fuentes does not feel because of the
corrUlJtio_n he sees here, Artemio wished to avenge himself.
For this reason he is ready to take advantage of the North
Americans and ready to force them into some kind of surrender
to him, thus enriching his ovm position.

1lhat a thrill it
1

must have been for i\rtemio to be able to bring to submission
some magnate representing the "Colossus of the North":
.

• y 81 sonriO y les ofreciO dos vases con v.;rhisky

y les di,jo que podian explotar el azufre hasta bien entrada el siglo XXI, pero que no lo iban a explotar a
el ni tm s~1o minute del niglo XX y todos brindaron y
los otros nonrieron m~entras murmuraban en voz ba.ja
s.o.b. una sola vez.2
\

one critic says that of all foreigners portrayed in Fuentes'
novels:

. , , the North Americans are undoubtedly portrayed
in the \~orzt light , , . . As businessmen in I,a muerte
de flrtemio Cruz, they are ruthlescl in their attempts to
exploi <, che -"COu:,,_try 8.:{\d ·are· s11ocJ,ed when Artemio wants
several million dollars to serve as a frontmzm , · , , , 29
It must have been shocking to some Yankees to find corruption
equal to their own in their r,1exican counterpart---and uncom27 Ibid.

I

p.

JJ.

28 Ibid.

I

p.

25.

29R ee\'::..•
'" . op. cJ..t . ., p. 135'

'

~---
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fortable for them to find out that Artemio could deal with
them in an obstinate way.

Even though the United States'

interests despised Artemio and he hated them in return, both
realized they were doing one another a favor:
• . . compra de acciones mineras y creacHin de
empresas mixtas mexicano--norteamericanas en las que
tu figuraste como hombre de paja para cumplir con la
ley; hombre de confianza de los inversionistas norteamericanos; intermediario entre Chicago, Nueva. York y
el gobierno de Mexico; manejo de la balsa de valores
para.i:r:flarlos, deprimirlos, vender, comprar a tu gusto
y ut1l1dad . . . ,jO
Fuentes goes on to enumerate the rise of Artemio and his interdependence with the hated, yet envied North American.
The North Americans are not the only foreigners with
whom l7 uentes finds fault.

He bla1nes many of Mexico's prob-

lems in this novel on the Spaniards.

A part of the Mexican

make-up--their inability to show their real identities to the
world---is blamed on the Spanish heritage:

". . . el nuevo

mundo llego con ellos, con un frente de murallas austeras
para proteger el corazon sensual, alegre, codicioso."3l
Because of the Spanish tendency to hide the real, the
Mexicans have never been able to .outgrow their own natural
introversion.

Even in their religion Fuentes finds that the

Mexican has been unable to give up his Aztec past and live
totally in the Christian world to which he supposedly adheres.
The problem is greatest because the Mexican, in Fuentes' eyes,
is hypocritical.

He denies his ovm past rather than develop-

3°Fuentes, ;La_muerte de Artemio Cruz, p. 16.
3lib'~a.
. , . P. J"'5 •
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ing himself on the ba<ds of it.
Spanish past.

He pretends to accept the

"Dicen que hay un .idolo escondido detras de

cada alta:c-."3 2
The

poor Indians have not outlived their heritage

while men like Arternio find that Christian ideals·as presentecl in Mexico are not for them.

Men like Artemio see!(\ to

have the church as f).acendad.Q. (patron) but do not believe its
story.

i1rtemio has created his own religion and finds the

presence of the priest at his death bed disturbing.

1\rtemio's

religion consists of the powers he has won and the possessions
he has :r·eceived:
. . . Eso si es ser Dios, Leh? ser temido y odiaclo
y lo que sea, eso si es ser Dios, de verdad, Leh?
D:i:game como salvo todo eso y lo dejo cumplir todas sus
ceremoniae, me doy golpes en el pecho, camino de rodillas
hasta un santmcrio, be be vinagre y me corono de espinas.
D!game como salvo todo eso, porque el esp'lritu . . . ,33
Artemio does not believe that his salvation lies in the traditional religion and neither does Fuentes.

He will not find· it

in .Mexico's Indian l)Cl.st because Artemio does not look back·.
His salvation then must. lie in his honesty with himself and
the fact that he faces the reality of what his li.fe has been.
One important aspect has been that he has looked ahead and
relied on himself--the self-ma.de man--even though in doing so
he was cheating.his countrymen:
s<5.l.o entonces recordo que siempre habia mi:::-ado ·hacia
adelante, desde la neche en que atraveso la montai1a y
'1
' ' casco veracruzano.
Del
escape"ae
v~eJO
es e en t onces no

3 2 Ih'd
~..:l ~, :P·

1.:.?
''

'

J"1Ib"d
~
~ . ,

1

.p. .Lb.
''3 ,

habHi. vuel to a mirar hacia atras. Des de entouaes que ria
saberse solo, sin ma fuerzas que las propias.j
In this novel, as in La region mas transp8£§.Dte,
Fuentes speaks with sympathy for the full-blooded Indian of
Mexico.

Although his emphasis is certainly not on a return

to the past, he feels that the Mexican must recognize his
past before he can fulfill his destiny.

Fuentes champions

the Indian and blames many of his problems on the middle and
upper class Mexican:

"Never once is he (the full-blooded

Indian) pictured as a sub-human:
ing his is a stoic noble being."35
blooded

Indiru~

his novels:

in his poverty and sufferFuentes has had a full-

play a relatively important part in several of

in ].,as buena.s conciencia.s it was Juan Lorenzo;

in La re[tion mas tra11sparente it was Ixca and Teodula; in
this novel it is Tobias.
served in the Army;

Tobias is a Yaqui with whom Artemio

Tob:las not only represents the noble

savage, but, again, the person most betrayed by the Hevolution.

Artemio at first lookedupon Tobias as a thing, not a

person, until the momentwhen:
Su mejilla se detuvo junto a la de Tobias y por
primera vez, con una.fuerza que lo oblige a retirarse,
sintio la presencia de ese rostro que nunca habia sido
mas que una plasta oscura, apa.rte de la tropa, mas
reconocible en la integridad nerviosa y rapida de su
cuerpo guerrero que en esta serenidgd, este dolor.
Tobias tenia un rostro, el lo vio.j

JI}Ibid. , p. 189.
J5Heeve, op. cit., p. 127.

J6

.

. .

Fuentes, op. ·cJ. t., p. 187.
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It was shortly after this incident that Artemio came to
realize tho kind of treatment the poor Indians had been receiving.

He found that they were fighting not for glory but

for land.

In Fuentes' opinion the government was deceiving

the poor Indians by taking the land from the large landholders and giving it to the North Americans.

This is a

biased opinion on Fuentes' part as land distribution to the
Mexicans, although slow initially, has indeed accelerated
through the presidency of Cardenas and up to the present.
Initially, however, the weal thy r.lexic<m got the land and used
it in money·-making schemes.

This is Fuentes' view as ex-

pressed through the Indian, Tob!as:
--Cuenta casas. De como el bogierno les quito las
tierras de si·2.mpre para darselas a unos gringos. De
como ellos pelearon para defenderlas y entonces llego
la tropa federal y empez.6 a cortarles las manos a los
hombres y a perseguirlos par el monte. De como subieron
a los jefes yaquis a un cafionero y desde allilos
tiraron al mar cargados de pesas.
El yaqui habla.ba con los ojos cerrados , . , ,'37
Passages such as this show sympathy for the Indian·,
especially in the part of the book in which Tob!as helped
Artemio escape from the fighting--the Army.

Later Artemio

turned his ba.cl£ on this sympathy and the Indian for his own
gains.

He bought up small farms for small amounts of money

and used these lands to manipulate himself to even greater
wealth.
own.

Artemio

overlool~ecl.

the well-being of others for his

In the words of his Indian over-seer, Ventura:

'37 Ibid., p. 190.

"Yo le
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guardo su secrete.

Yo ya se que las buenas tierras de don

Pizarro ya se las anda usted vendiendo a unos colones a
cambia de lotes alla en Puebla. ,,JS

These are lands which

Artemio pressured don Pizarro out of by keeping farmers from
using his mill, thus causing him financial difficulties.
'

Artemio's past and present life have been influenced
by women.

Fuentes criticizes women in his novels as well as

criticizing the way they are treated.

There are two women

who have the greatest effect on Artemio's life:

one is

Regina, his lover, and the other, Catalina, his wife.

Fuentes

sees Regina as the sort of ideal woman who loves a man both
spiritually and physically, who supports him and does not use
devices to control him.
Catalina, on the other hand has sworn revenge to
Artemio for ridding her of her lover Ramon.

She is Don

Gamaliel's daughter and came to Artemio more as a purchase
than as a bride.
feeling.

Her revenge is to not show Artemio any·

She makes love to him and bears his children but

does not show affection.

Catalina may represent to Fuentes

the lfJexican woman who is merely

a front

for her husband.

She plays the role of the respectful, adoring wife outwardly,
while inwardly she shows him no support.
searches for other romantic entanglements.

Thus, the husband
Fuentes shows

Catalina, as he shows other women in his novels, kneeling
before a crucifix and expending her efforts in the direction

38 rbid. ,, p. 100.
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of religion rather than her husband and fami.ly:

"El quedo

'

solo e imagin/5, la imagine de hinojos, frente al crucifijo de
marfil, cumpliendo el ultimo acto que la desprendia • .

u39

Catalina represents the c·oldness in Artemio's life end, in
his death, her only concern iB their child and the location
of Artem5.o's will.

She cannot concern herself with the man--

her husband.

Hardheartedly she says, "No sabemos si has
,40
dejado testamento. Quisieramos saber donde
Artemio Cruz is a Mexican in search of self.

Even

though he is financially powerful, he still inwardly lacks
what Fuentes feels many Mexicans lack--self-esteem, selfidentity.

He thus uses the front of machismo.

As in other

novels, Fuentes finds fault with the fact that success itself
has not been enough for Artemio Cruz.

He has had to continue

provlng to himself that he is ]llacho, not only in his conquests of women such as Lilia and Laura, but also in his
business dealings.

Artemio does not believe vrhat Fuentes
finds to be true--that "the macho is an utter f'ake." 41 Certainly Artemio is courageous.

In Artemio's view:

Pensaras que has heche tantas cosas cobardes que el
valor te resulta facil. Sonreiras y te diras que no,
no, no es una paradE~a: es la verdad y, acaso, hasta
una verdad general.

40 Ibid., p. 120.
39Ibid., p. 115.
41 Kei-th Botsford, "My Friend Fuen-tes," Commentar;[,

XXXIX, 2 (196.5), 65.
lj. 2Fuentes,

La iliuerte de Ar-temio Cruz, p. 14.
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His courage is not fully developed in hiG own mind.
reason he boasts through his macho disguise.

For this

His dependency

on wealth and his own insecurity keep ilrtemio from escaping
this pretense,

ilrtemio represents the Mexican who saps his

own energies by dissimulating his true identity behind the
guise of machismo.

Fuentes' hero then is a backward one:

, . existe solamente en s<mtido inverso, es decir,
en el continuo contraste entre el protagonista como es,
iluso o desenganado pero desviado en su proposito, en la
vida y de su entereza moral, y el heroe que pudo §i§L· 4'3
Perhaps this is why Teresa says to the priest who is trying
to comfort Artemio in his last moments:
• J.0.I
d 6~1Je

No ve que nada podemos hacer.

";Dejelo, Padre,
Si es su voluntad

condenarse y morir como ha vivido, frio y burlandose de
to do

ilrtemio seemed cold and mocking because he

felt hin own inadequacy.

His feeling of inadequacy has come

because he abandoned the fight in which he had taken part-the Revolution.

Not only did he give that up, he built his

life around material things rather than on the feeling of
fulfillment he may have received from pursuing and helping
achieve the goals of the Revolution.· Thus it is too late
for Artemio Cruz to either contribute to the Mexicsn people
by upholding the Revolutionary ideaJ.s or to find his own. self-

worth through the lmowl.edge of his contribution,

S~hat

---------·

is why

4-)Pc -•-~
~ J • '•'n
"Gamino oscurot La novela hispanolJG.l.
.t.+r::~ rlt>
-:..I
americana contol!rnor8.:nea," Q.!lliQ£lJlQ.!l.J\ me_r i 9.£i1 o c , CLII , 3
.... C·

, 9(·;.7)
.
( mayo-~~~. un.J.o;
..1.. o
1

~

".'1 •

~.L

~· 4 Fucnte s , J~<Llll.l.:\QI..:t~_de ..)\ :C:.1:2!lli q_Q.ruz., p. 56.
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Arte~1io's

death is his only fulfillment:

contrario, ha sido su muerte.

"Su salvacion, al

Lo impor-tante en la vida de

Artemio Cruz es lo que pudo haber sj_do; es lo que puede ser
el pueblo mexicano." 45
Thus Fuentes does have hope for the Mexican people.
Artemio represents r:Iexico, and the protests in this novel-against the betrayal and failure of the Hevolution, against
the mistreatment of the Indian, against the interminable
exercise Df machismo complex, against the vested foreign
interests, against the role which ma11y women have assumed in
Mexican life--are those which Fuentes ho:fles modern Mexica11s
vrill hear.

He hopes that they will change those conditions

which are mutable.
benefit if

tht~

He feels that· a new Revolut3.on would

Mexican vwuld understo:md what Puentes feels

happened as a result of the Revolution of 1910.
In the subsequent chapter some of the S?Jlle kinds of
protest and others will be examined in relation to another of
:Fuentes' novels, Ganbio de -picl.

Fue::-1 tes' interest in modern

Mexico af! it is contrasted with Cortes' Mexico is analyzed
in this novel.

One result of this interest is Fuentes' view

of the Spanish heritage and the effect it has had on the
l\'lexican mentality today.

As in the :present chapter, Fuentes'

interest in the search for lg_ Jnexi.Qill_l.Q. and the role of. v;omen
is examined.

4 5Donald ic!oody Logan, "El concepto nacional en las
nov~lr:~:s de Carlos Fuentes" ( lx.nptt"blished Master's thesis,
Un:l.v,,rsi"cy of 1'e"ca.s, 1965), p. 69.

Chapter

4

C.AMBIO DE PIEL
Tho sixth novel of Carlos Fuentes, Cambia de J2ie1

(Q.D..illl&L...Qf Skin), is considered by some to be his most signit • 1 Again Fuentes employs many interesting techniques
.
f 1.can
in his writing.

Among these are flashbacks, historical

sequences, myths, slogan.s, advertisements and music.

All of'

these form a mosaic which requires, to say the lear.-:t, extremely concentrated reading.

According to Fuentes he was

attempting to fit into the modern r.-:tyle of bombarding your
audience.

.

p~el

He ss.ys of this novel:

se leyese, ccmo

.

d~ce

"Quisiera que Cambia de

l\lcLuhan, que se

.

~ntegra

.

.-.

u.na l.magen

de television, a razon de tres milliones de esti:mulos por
segundo." 2
The four protagonists in this story are Javir;,r,
Elizabeth (called Dragona), Franz and Isabel.
Mexico City and are

e.nroute to Vera Cruz.

They live in

Due to malicious

mischief done to their car, they al"e forced to spend the
night of April 19, 196.5, in Cholula.

Their adventures con-

1
George R. l;lacMun"ay, "9amJ:?j._Q_1.§. piel, an Existentialist Novel o:f Protest," )jis-gQD:l.(l,, I,II, 1 \rt.arch, 1969),
]jO.

2.rose Miguel Ullan, "Un salto mortal hacia el
futuro," .Insula,, XXII, 2li·.5 (abril, 196'7), 13.
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cern the area around Cholula in the past and present.

The

entire book deals with the thoughts, feelings, actions and
passions of these people as narrated by one slightly insane
taxi driver ns.med Freddy .Lambert.

Freddy is "an aging nihil-

ist, a middle-age beatnik, a rebel without a cause who is
pushing forty. ,.J
Elizabeth is a Jewess who married Javier approximately twenty years before and is now concerned with the
disappearance of her former ardent love and passion.

Javier,

who feels himself a failure, at one time published a volume
of r11exican poetry, but has since resigned
reports for the United Nations.

himse~.f

to writing

His only claim to fame is

the poetry, and he constantly refers to it.
Sudeten Ge:cma.n with a guilty conscience.

Franz is a

He aided the Nazis

during 11Jorld T:Js.r II as an archi teet and designed concentration camps and the ovens which were used to kill the Jews.
Isabel is a young woman of the world, openly defying her
W<.'althy parents.

She is searching for meaningful experiences

that may round out her character.

l
i
'

to Cholula.
the Monks.

In his

comp~y

Freddy has followed them

are six American hippies called

As the narrator, Freddy leads the reader through

the lives of the four main protagonists.
Fuentes received the Fremio Biblioteca_Breve for this
novel in 1967.

To some,·the awarding of this p:cize to

Fuentes for this novel was an error.

One reason may be that

3Luis Harss and Barbara Dohraann, Into the rfiainstreara
(New York: Harper and How, 1967), p. 309~
·
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Q.m.nbio dE• piel represents another step away from the traditional Latin American novel.

To one harsh critic of Fuentes

and of the Premio itself, the novel is definitely a step
away from perfection in literary form:
No dejemos de senalar que sobresale por el babelismo
idiomatico empleado por su autor. En efecto, contiene
esta novela nada menos que 124 ll.neas completas en
ingles, 22 en lat:ln, 19 en frances, 9 en italiano, y 3
en aleman, amen de mexicanismos y argentinismos . . . . 4
Fuentes has chosen the title Cambio de niel for a very
good reas·on.

He is drawing an analogy between the need for

man to change his reactions according to the reality in which
he lives, much as a chameleon changes his color according to
his surroundings.

He is showing the need for Mexico to rid

itself of the rotten, the use1ess, the decayed existence to
make room for a new Mexico and the changes which must accompany it.

His "changes of skin" include not only philoso·phi-

cal and psychological changes, but also physical changes.
Fuentes, thl·ough his use of flashbacks and intermingling of
events, says this of the story;
Preferirl.a hablar de un tra;recto, sl., de una circunvalacion en la que el -paso historico de la cace.ria
medieval de las brujas a la caceria moderna de los
judiCis, o el paso fisico del agora de Delos a un
cuarto de bano de hotel, quisieron decir que el uno
vale el otro, enJll"&eN:ti£Lo.de contaminarse, reactivarse.5
Cambio de piel operates as a vehicle for socia], pro- ·
test of many kinds.

It particularly is a vehicle for Fuentes

l}Ignacio Iglesias, "Novelas y novelistas de hoy,"
Nuevo r,1un£.9., XXVIII ( octubre, 1968), 88.
.

"

~ UlHin,

.op.

cit • , p . 13 •

to cri tid.ze Mexico itself.

'!.'he story opens with a de scrip-

tion of Cholula as it was when Cortes entered it compared to
its condition on April 11, 1965.

Cholula was an important

city for it was the site of the seven-layered pyramids to the
.~ztec

Gods.

The

l~eacl.er

first sees a picture of misery in

Cholula as it is today:
Pero alrededor de ellos, en estas calles polvosas,
solo pululaba una poblacH:ln miserable: mujeres de
rostros oscuros, envueltP~s en rebozos, descalzas,
e1:1bara~.adas.
J.,os vientres enormes y los perros
callejeros eran los signos vivcs de Oholula este
domingo 11 de abril de 1965. Los perros sue•l tos que
~
cor-rJ.a-;,
en b ana as, s:t.n raza, escua.LJ. d os, ama.l.'J.J..1 os,
negros, desorientados, hambrientos, babeantes, que
corrH(n por todas las Calles' rascandose. sin rumbo,
hurgando en las acequias qtw despues de todo ni
dcsperd5.~ios tenHini estes 11erros gon ojos que
pertenclan a otr·oc- arn.m.ales . •' ~ ,
0

•

..,

0

0

"

0

The

mise1~y

of Cholula today is contrasted violently

with the kind of' mis0ry which Cortes ss.w on his

arr~ val

in

the same city:
Desde el caballo, Hernan Cortes 2precia los baJ.dl:os

,
'
.
' , .....
y aguas c~onae
se J.:lO d~
rla cr12.r ga.11a d-os pero m1ra
-c2.moJ.en,
8. su ah·ededor, la multi tud de msndigos que cornm de
cr::1.sa en cnsa, de mnrcado en mer-cado, de muchedumbre
descalza, cub:ierta de harapos contrahecha, que extiende
0

las m<,1nos, masca los elotes podridos, e~ seguida por
la. j a1.n:-ia de perroB h~unbrientos . . . "
Fuentes is directing his protest at two aspects of
Mexico's psychology today.

One aspect is: that in every area

towns s,re recognized on the basis of "their importsnc:e to
Mexico's pafJt, rather than on some other merit.

Secondly,

Joaquin
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he emphasizes the fact that Cortes saw exactly what our four
travelers see four hundred and fifty years later.

He feels

that is a sad commentary on progress and makes many references to the fact that the lower class people often are without teeth, their stomachs

swollen from malnutrition, there

are flies everywhere and dogs in the slums lead about the
same life as the people.

Fuentes carries this over to his

description of the poor sections in Mexico City also.

He is

saying in essence that all of the cities are faced with the
same problemro. ru·1d are noi; succeeding in remedying the situa.-

tion.
The rkxican today, according to the author, is the
hijo de ..LEL£hingada ( thf' son of the violated one).

This

makes re:ferc-m.ce to the fact -!;hat Dona rflarina, or Malinche,
thE! India:r1 woman, becamE! Cortes' woman and, by helping him
with information, hastened the flztec defeat by Cortes:
Una vieja desdentada. penetra en el aposento
espanoles y apart a a liiariri.a. Le ofrece escapar
vida de la venganz.a de f/JoGte z.uma . . . . Marina
dece . . . y J.lega hasta Cortes. Revela lo que

de los
con
agrasabe. 8

Octavia Paz discusses this name in his book J'he Labyrinth of
Sol:i.tpdf.

he says that the expression refers to "stran-

whe~:e

gers, or bad Mexicans,"9 yet he goes on to say that all
J'llexicDns merit this name because they are "sons of Eve.. ,.lO
Fuentes examines +.he :fate of the Mexican and finds
8 Ibid., p. 15.

9octavio Paz, Labvdnth of Solitu££ (New York1
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that his problem is one of having bemoaned his Spanish heritage as well as the loss of his Aztec background,

l"uentes

believes that it is time for modern Mexico to cease looking
to its past for justification of his modern situation
(especially i f his situation is bad).

He believesthat the

Mexican must accept his past and change his current situation
since he cannot change history:
.;.0 de veras cree alguien que hubiera sido mejor
derrotar a los espanoles y continuar sometidos al
facismo azteca? Cuauh·t~moc era eJ. Baldur von Shirach
de 1'enochti tlan. li!as sa bias que el' las muj eres
indias se dejaron hacer. Cols:ra eterna para la
fatalidad: hemos regresado.

As a modern Mexican and a man of the world Fuentes
views Mex:i.co realistically, at times as more of an outsider
than a native son.

He comes to some sad conclusions about

its strengths and weaknesses.

There can be no doubt that

Puentes loves his cotmtry, appreciates it, but wants to
strengthen it.

Fuentes sees that Mexicans feel the need to

compensate for something which they think is lacking:
Javier mir5 hacia las nubes vel6ces: el cielo
mexicano que es y debe ser hermosa para compensar un
poco, como tu insistente mar griego, Elizabeth: hay
t.ierras que dejs.das a sus propias fuerzas, no durarian
un dia: ncccjsi t"an el espejo del cielo--Mexico--o del
.mar-- G-.-rr.;:
•::~r>:.
~ ... 1?:
..... J.a..
It seems that FuconteG is saying that in Mexico the
sun r>himes in sympatll:V for what it sees--the poverty, hunger

and filth.

1'he beauty o::' the .country itself cannot hide the

'"'l''']
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situation.
His critical journalistic ability is able to analyze
the Mexican not only historically, but also socially,
psychologically and sexually,

As Elizabeth, who is :fondly

called "Dragona" by the narrator, says to Franz one day
during a love-making scene1
Me gusta hacer cochinadas en Mexico. Me imagine la
cara de todos estos hipocritas . . . 6Sabes que la
abuelita de Javier hac.la el amor con un camisero que
ten.la un agujero bordado? Y ella y el abuelo, antes de
amarse, se hincaban frente a una veladora y decian un
versito que me ensefio Javier . . . "No es por vicio,
no es por forrticio, es por hacer un hi,i o en tu santo
servicio" . . . . Te digo que es el pais mas morboso
y falsamente puritano del mundo.1.3
Fuentes is demonstrating the hypocrisy of the old
order, of the old morality.

Through Elizabeth he discusses

his attitudes about sex, about the modern mexican and
machismo, and the place of woman in society today.

As de-

fined by Octavio Faz, "one word sums up the aggressiveness,
insensitivity, invulnerability and other attributes of the
power . .

He opens -che world; in doing so, he

rips and tears it

14 Fuentes' interest in machismo

!!'J!.J)ho:

in Camb).o dr, piel is different than in I,a mue,rte de 1\rtemio
.Qru.1!. and J,a regi§x:t mas

tran.§JX-J.rq,.'J:l~·

There he vrotested

against what the Mexican believes should be

.1

o mexicanQ. and

his eonception of machismo as an importr.nt part of that.
Fuentes felt that machismo was detrimental to .the 1\lexiean.
Here he links machismo with a kind of homosexuality,

----- -------J.Jibid., pp. 91-92.
llf

Paz, op cit., p. 81.
f

f
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En. el fonda los mz.chos mexicanos son onanistas. Si
pudier·an hacerse el am0r a si mismos, lo harian. La
mujer es una cofJa, un estorbo necesario . . . Me dan
asco. El machismo mexicano es un homosexualismo disfrazado. El deseo secreta de cada bigoton prieto de
estes [sic] son las enchiladas con cold cream, como
dice un cuate mio.l5

Along the same lines Fuentes is able to find fault
with the Mexican woman, partially because of her direct relationship with La Malinche, but also because of the position
to which she allows herself to be relegated.

This position,

although povwrful in some respects, forces her to take a
lesser position outwardly to the man.
is damaging to both the man and woman.

As a consequence, this
Her self-esteem

suffers in situations such as that of Catalina in La muerte
de Artemio Cruz.

He suffers because he feels himself impo-

tent to a certain extent and to overcome this must make a
show of power--machisrao.
Las mujeres aqui hacen creer que son dominadas . . .·
--Y son ellas las que dominan. Creo que las mujeres
mexicanas han inventado el mi to del machismo lJara
regafiar a los hombres . . . . Fara compensarlos de su
sometimiento ala madre, la mujer, las esposas devoradoras que imponen sus valores f6minimos, los unicos
valores que dominan en Mexico.l
.

I
!
'~

Ma."l.y of Mexico's problems, according to Fuentes, go

directly to the fact that Mexico is matriarchal and tha·t el
.!!ill.Qho. is a myth fed to the men like candy to make them feel

"

inferior when in reality they may not be.
here that men are puppets run by women.

Fuentes is saying
In this novel he

l5Fuen· t es, Camb'~o de -oiel, p. 123.
16 Ibid.,·p. 180.

6B
implies that women in 1\l.exico have maintained their position
not on the basts of merit, but on the basis of myth.

Thifl

myth must be disspelled before the Mexican man can ever
attain his goal.

This ideal may be true strength or it may

be mastering hiw ovm soul instead of the mask of machismo.
Along with sexual hypocrisy and a disproportionate
belief in machismo, Fuentes finds that the Mexican is too
subservient to his fellow men.

The !.'iexican seems to, again,

l1e offering an excuse for some deficiency for which he feels
he must compensate.

Through Elizabeth, the Jewess from the

United States, this become.s apparent:
~Ga detestable cortes:La que esa noch~ note por primera
vez, cuando tocaste la puerta de la recamara con los
nudillos: el eterno ",:,se puede?", como si temieras
sorprenderme, o iniciaras la ronda de tu prirnera novia,
sobre todo como si quisieras halagarme con un respeto
aue nunca te ped:l . , . todo era parte de esta cortes:la
decorativa, monotona, con la que ustedes aman establecer
contrastes para su eventual brutal.idad . . • ,17

-

.

l'he courtesy dissimulates the brutality of the macho,
the violator.

Both the subservient attitude and the brutal

one are psychological cover-ups for some feeling of inadequacy on the pgrt of the Mfrx.ican, according to Fuentes,
l'uentes .feels that the Mexican has not advanced in
his social growth because his cover-ups cause people to be
uneasy arow'ld him.

I
l

l

his dealings.

They fear that he is being dishone"Jt in

Consequently Fuentes feels that foreigners

view the Mexican people suspi.c:iously,

Fuentes says that this

judgment by others has caused repression in the Mexican's

l7Ib'd
"1 •

t

pp. 134-135·

social growth (the Narrator speaks):
, , . como si estos millones de seres oscuros, con
su pasividad intolerable, con su violencia atroz, con
sus sonrisas sin alegria, con su tristeza a carcajadas,
brutal, rencorosa, f'uerart todos adi vinos, magos que
sonrien con ironia ofensiva al darse cuenta, en un
simple en.cuentro callejero, en un simple cruce de miradar>, de alguna muerte mezquina, de algun destine tan
sombrio como el de ellos que cargan en su mirada, en
sus manos callosas, en sus labios gruesos tantos siglos
de humillad.6n y de venganzas frustradas. 18
-Fuentes believes that the Mexican philosophy has much
to do with its problems today.

Not only does he believe (as

shown in La ree:ion mas transparente and La muer-Ge de Artemio
Cru~)

that there is an oppressive interest in the identifi-

cation of

1g

mexicanidad and the struggle to attain machismo,

but also that Mexican's have an overwhelming preoccupation
with death.

Fuentes believes that this prevents them from

living a full life,

He displays his ideas in this area in

.Qaml>io de "Diel in a scene in which Elizabeth and Javier are
returning home after a party and come upon a cadaver.

This-

body is of a I11exican student with his face in a pool of blood
and a knife in his stomach.

The following quote emphasizes

that too much importance is given to death1
. • . que su muerte era el heche mas . . . importe.nte de su vida. Seguro, dragona. Como asesinar, o
ser asesinado, era J:J.a.cerse .parte de un bien, de un
valor que esa. otra vida, la de la respiracion y la
digestion y el movimiento, no le habian procurado, 1 9
Fuentes. is criticizing the fact that death, to many
is the easy way out.

r.~ex"icans

He reaffirms this in another part of

18 Ibid. , p. 201.

l9Ibid, , . ll· 208.

-------_-----::;:__------
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the novel by implying that fear of living prevents many r.:exicans from succeeding in their lives.
tiesos, pero por puritito terror." 2

As Javier says, "Somos

°

For Puentes, many

Mexicans are the living dead because they accomplish little
and spend their time awaiting the inevitable.
Later in the novel Fuentes again speaks of death in
Mexico as the desired and successful end to life for the
Mexican and therefore a drain on his will to achieve.

He is

inflicted.with a sense ofhopelessness:
Esperas que el fracaso te aplaste, pero no que el
exito te mate. La chingada te da las dos cosas. El
fracaso si te atreves a seguir vivo y la recompensa si
te dejas matar. r::exico es una nuez, para que me entiendas. y nada mas porque es el L'mico pais que no ha
ma.tado a sus dioses. Todos, hasta. los cristi:m.os los
mataron parapoder adorarlos. Solo aqui andan sueltos,
burlandose, poniendolo ·i;odo de cabeza, hacieng£ heroes
de los traidores y paradig111as de los rateros. "·
Fuentes protests that the Mexican manner of speaking
is reminiscent of a desire to Jceep the truth hidden.

The art

of dissimulation in language is used not only by the ma.cho,
as stated before, but by others in an effort to hide the
truth.

To some this language manuever has seemed courtesy,

but to Fuentes it is a flaw.

Lariguage is a result of the

total way of life and reflects again that the Mexican is
afraid to live in the open and to face the present or future
candidly.

His language like his philosophy turns inwar?:

Entonces el idioma se vuelve a entender, las
alusiones, los chistes, esa manera d.e hablar sin
referirse directamente a las cosas, como si todo
20

Ibid.,.p. 161.

21 Ibid., p. 277.
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quemara.la lengua, todo fuese prohibido y secrete y
necesitara ser er.1boscado per palabras lejanas }Jorque la
palabra directa es peligrosa y exige su amortiguador, su
diminutive, su albur.22
Fuentes shows that th<e Mexican speaks around what he wants to
say, even to the point of telling jokes about serious issues
and changing names and references in order to obscure.
Fuentes uses the character of Ofelia, Javier's
mother, to demonstrate the innate desire of the Mexican to
maintain a facade to the real world--again a Mexican custom
which Fuentes identifies as traditional.

Ofelia exemplifies

this in.the following way:
La mujer de cincuenta anos con rostro de nina compungida le diria despues que nada importaba sino esa
dec:ision de mantener las cosas aunaue solo tma apariencia
estuviese a nuestro alcance:--no ibas a andar per ahi
e~ una escuela de gobierno, sin preparacion para la vida,
s:m modales. No. 2j
For Fuentes Mexico is filled with many Ofelias--those
who attempt to perform the old rituals as if nothing has
changed.

He feels that the Mexican is afraid to remove his

facade, afraid to face up to the good and bad of his heritage;
and even more afraid to face his many possibilities for the
future.

This native is a wandering soul, borrowing ideas and

not appreciating his own culture or willing to live with his

ovm heritage.:
mexico es una m.~scara. No tiene otro · sentido este
pais. · Sirve paraocultarnos del mundo de lo que dejamos
atras. Ah, dragona, este solo es un l.ugar de exilic
para los extranos, no tma cas a propia . .
. Tu tambien
eres prisionera del pais. Tan prisionera y tan enamorada
22 Ib'd
'~

· · .. 67 .•
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2 Jibid.

r

p, 207,
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ya de tU rnaSCara, que Si Se rompiese 1 la luz te
cegarfa. 2'-f
Religion has played an important role in Mexico in
the past and its role has been changing more and more in
recent years.

Catholicism is the predominant religion of

Mexico's inhabitants today.

Since the Mexican. Revolution,

Catholicism has played a more diminishing part in Mexican
life.

In Cambia de uiel Fuentes discusses religion in con-

temporary society.

Religion today in mexico bears little

resemblance to the Roman Catholicism brought by the Spaniards.
It is not the orthodox authoritarian religion of old ai'ld
modern youth no longer follow the teachings of the old church.
One reason may be that the church has failed to change recently.

It has become stagnant.

Consequently, people are

turning to more unorthodox expressions of faith or are
simply failing to express their faith.

Fuentes criticizes

the church for having lost its a.ppeal:
(.Que tal si el gUerito J.C., nuestro primer rebeldazo,
hace las paces con Roma y los fariseos y se dedica a
jugar el tute con Iscariote como en tma pelfcula de
nuestro mero Bunuelos o le entra al comercial jabonero
con Pilatus Procter & Gamble? Lo aue no le reconocen
al GiJ.ero claveteado es que fue el primer sicopata, eJ.
primer tipo verdaderamente desordenado de la historia,
que hoy 8lldari:a moto y en moto ;,r baiJ.aria watusi no
mas para darle en la chapa a los beatos . . . ,25
Fuentes thus indicates that it is fairly difficult for religion to present its case to the people, especially the youth
when it has been unwilling to ·come to any kind of reckoning

-----------------2 ~·Ibid.

, p. J26.

25Ibid., p. 26J,
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with the demands of modern life.

He says that religion has

lost touch with its ovm reality and its own purposes.

It is

not human and fails to communicate with the people.
Puentes reaffirms this feeling of stagnation in other
modern institutions.

In his opinion, one such institution in

Mexico ir; the P.R.I. (Partido Hevolucionario Institucional).
In the United States, he feels such a ])roblem is fotmd in the
Presidency <.md a large portion of the government:
Imag:l.nate que J.C. hubiera maniobrado como el PRI o
I,B,J: ah:l. estar:l.a todav:La en Israel, metidi to en su
provincia y el Nuevo Testamento lo hubiera escrito
'l'heodo:ce 11'/hite: "The l<laldng of a Saviour, 3~; A.D." No;
el heredocolombino no era cuadrado; era bien cintura
porque nos estaba inventando un nuevo sistema nervioso.
y por eso era p~ligroso y pervertido desde el angulo de
los apretados,26
Fuentes is sayine; that Jesus Christ and other people
who have desired change, perhaps including himself, are found
undesirable.

They want to change existing institutions but

many people involved with the institutions resist, while
clinging to the status guo.

In this particular paragraph,

Fuentes may lJe referring not only to the governmental aspect
but also back to the Revolution aJ1d his desire to see a rebirth.
Fuentes also seems to be saying that one problem vli th
the Catholic church and with other institutions is that they
have not constantly had people criticizing them--heretics····
and this has caused the stag;nation:
Te digo que una ortocloxia us tan fuerte y tan debil
como las heterodoxias que tratan de ponerla caliente.
j

26I.b.
" l c1 •

Un dogma sin herej:la no es tal dogma • • •

2?

In addition to the other criticisms Fuentes makes
through this novel, he again touches upon the Mexican Revolution.

1\Jhile Cambia de piel does not concen1 itself to a

great extent with the Revolution 12er

.§.£.,

it does attempt to

draw a parallel between the tragedy which Fuentes believes
has occurred in Mexico and the tragedy at Auschwitz. 28
• , • --Hace quince aiios era una ciudad divertida • • • • It was a brash, sentimental, low-down
world. --F:l.jate que era lo u:ltimo que quedaba de la
revoluci6n, antes de que se adecentara.:..:.,:,sigues
creyendo que la revoluci6n fue traicionada? --Sf,
pero solo porque es inevitable . • . • Una revolucion
destru:~re uii. statu quo y crea otro.29
Fuentes believes that although the Revolution brought about
some change it also brought with it another .status Q.l!.Q. which
lulled many people into inaction.
Thus :in this chapter Fuentes' criticism of various
social and political institutions has been discussed.

Other

aspects of Mexican life have been dealt with in Cambio de
·:eiel and in this thesis.

They include the Mexican search for

what i::; l<LJ!1.0!Xi..£_ano and the place of religion in Mexico
today.

The final chapter reviews the content of the protests

-----·--·--

27Ibid .• p. 262.
28 Norman ,Toae]_Jh Luna, "In the Land of .Xipe Topec"
(unpublished Doctor's dissertation, University of Colorado,
1969), p. 86.
29Fuentes, Carnbio de n_io.l, pp. 162-163.
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Chapter 5
CONCLUSION
The previous chapters have dealt with various aspects
of' social protest in three of Carlos Fuentes' major novels,
La r_g_gion.....,.'ll§.s transparente, La muerte de ArteJUio Cruz and
Cambia de piel.

All three of these novels deal with Mexico

and its problems and wealmesses as well as its strengths and
virtues.

Each novel is from a slightly different time lJeriod

although the time span in reality is only slightly less than
a decade.

Each novel deals in its ow-n special way with the

criticisms which Fuentes makes.
In the discussion of La res-ion ·mas transuarente_, it
was pointed out that Fuentes chose his title becauee he sees
Mexico City clouded by ru1y number of social ills.

He has

used explicit d-escriptions of the various social types of
Mexico City to make his point.

In his protest of the class

situation in l\!Iexico, he also lets it be knovm that in his
eyes the Revolution has been betrayed.

Several of the various

social types are held responsible for this betrayal:

the

"Mad Social" and the "Brutal Business" especially are to
blarae.
J:n this novel Fuentes criticizes the conditions in
which the poor live.

He has found too large a contrast
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between the middle class and the poor a11d has made an effort
to expose this to the reader.

The poor Indian in particular

has 'been forced to put on a maslt in order to survive,

His

survival depends on the renewal or rebirth of revolutionary
ideals and the fulfillment of these ideals by the people of
all classes.

It calls for the Mexican people to di~l;ense

with the existing class structure and work as a group for the
betterment of the country and each other.
l!'uentes feels that Mexico needs to recognize and
icientif;v with its past in order to be stronger :l:n the future.
He refers especially to the fact that the Indian must not be
denied.

In not denying any facet of the population, he hopes

that the entire country will benefit from a feeling of commonweal.
Keeping this in mind, Fuentes arrives at the conclusion that mexico would also benefit if it did not mimic
foreign na.tions.

In particular he refers to the United States

as a country which the lilexican should wisely not emulate.
His reasons are many but especially he ·feels that the United
States has passed its apogee and is in a decline.

1/Jhy then

would a cotmtry like l\iexico want to follow its pattern?
Fuentes feels that the country loses its mexicanidad by cop:y·ing other nations.

The greatest improvement for Hexico,

according to Fuentes, would be for it to grow in its own
· special fashion, copying no one.
In this novel Fuentes has critic:lzed Mexico City for
being a stronghold of Yiolence and filth.

He feels the City
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fosters many social problems and causes stagnation in the
social climate.
La

regio~as transn~rente

has dealt principally

with the City, its people 9.nd their social problems and their
lack of concern with the Revolution.
In his second novel, La muerte de Artemio_Cruz,

l<'uentes discusses some of the s.ame, .aspects of Mexico, but in
a different way.
Artemio.

His greatest criticism in this novel is of

Artemio is the symbol of the wealthy businessman

who profited from the Revolution, thus betraying it.

He not

only looked to the United States for his model, but consorted
with businessmen from the United States in his own attempt at
wealth.

r:ren like Artemio .. are to be criticized because of
'\

their lack o:f concern for the poor, especially the Indian.
Artemio's only thought is to preserve his own wealth.
This novel also reflects Fuentes' sympathy for the
Cuban movement and social reform.

He finds that the middle·

and upper classes did their share to destroy the progress
which the Revolution was making.

He feels that it is diffi-

cult for people to have faith in a government which is chosen
by the monied of the country.
North i\rnericans are ArtRmio' s ideal because of the
way they live.

He admires the cleanliness and the .costli-

ness of North American life.

He alsc admires the way North

Arliericans maneuver with wealth a.'1d power.

His admiration

has lead him to emulation of the businessmen fl"om the United
States with whom he deals.

Fuentes has not found this a

virtue.
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The ultimate success for Artemio goes a step beyond

imitation.

It is his success in outsmarting these same men.

The Mexican tendency to introversion and dissimulation is criticized by Fuentes.

A part of this introversion

is the denial by the l\lexican of the value of his Indian past.
Fuentes feels that most mexicans attempt to ignore their
heritage because they are living in a modern society which
r.···,···

disclaims this heritage.

The Mexicans are often so intense

in their desire to hide their heritage that they even deny
their own family ties.

Artemio has done this ev.en though

the Indians in his past have been helpful to him.
Women pl1l-Y an importa.Dt role in these three novels
of Fuentes' .

Not only are the''Women characters important but

the points made by Fuentes are critical.

According to

:F'uentes • representation of women in these boolw, they have
been enclosed by tradition in a role which is as fruitless
for them as it is for the people they affect.
devote too much time to the Church.

1\'Iexican women

The energy which is not

directed toward J:eligion is used for maintaining a facade.

l

Li tt.le effort is nsed for their ovm development and the

amplification of their place in society.
While women are inv.pJ.ved in..their own type of roleplaying, L1exican men use machismo as a crutch.

They attempt

to hide any weakness or defect through a show of machisino.
It protects the insecure and weak with the guise of strength

and brutality.

This protection keeps the Mexican static in

society and prevents him from discovering his true self or
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the real lo mexicano.

Artemio Cruz has relied on this dis-

simulation throughout his life.
Fuentes' protests in his third novel, fambio de piel,
have followed his previous trends.

In this novel, in parti-

cular, he has criticized the unending existence of a great
deal of poverty in Mexico.

He points out that even in the

most modern cities huge slum areas are found and are not
effectively dealt vd th.

He links this to the inability of

the Mexicrm to "change his skin" and keep pace with modern
times.
In this novel he has dealt with the hyrJocrisy of the
old order and the old morality.
a sort of homosexuality.

Machismo is dealt with as

He infers that the l:lexican woman

is in part to blame for the preoccupation with machismo.
Both sexes assume false roles outwardly and, consequently,
the self-esteem of each sex suffers.

In the same vein

Fuentes talks of the subservient attitude of many Mexicans.
This pose also alters the self-concept and frequently is a
· facade for violence.

1'hese two hypocritical aspects have

. hindered the r:Iexican social development.
The r:iexican preoccupation with death is seen by
Fuentes as the choice of the "easy way out."

He shows that

many Mexicans Hillingly give up their lives because they
feel there are too many obstacles to overcome in life.

This

distorted concern may relate to the continui."lg presence of
poverty and great class distinction because it deters pro-·
gress in overcoming these problems.

Manifestations of this
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prepossession are suicides, homicides and alcoholism as
depicted in each of these three novels.
Those who do not turn to death as their escape may
look to religion.

Fuentes criticizes Catholicism in !1lexico

and in today's society in general for not keeping pace with
the current culture.

He shows that in his estimation tradi-

tional religious institutions do not have much to offer to a
person living in the last half of the twentieth century and
as a result the youth, in.particular, turn away from them.
Carlos Fuentes is recognized throughout the Spanishspeaking world as an author of unusual talent.

As stated

before, his books are published in other languages.

His name

is mentioned simultaneously with other well-knovm Mexican
and Latin American authors such as Arreola, Castellanos and
Marquez.

Critics in Latin America and Spain genel.'ally have

praised highly or scorned his works.

He is recognized in his

own country as a part of the vanguard of novelists who deal
effectively with the problems of Mexican society:
Despu~s de Arreola y Rulfo, y emergiendo del ultimo
grupo
narradores--Rosario Castellanos, Josefina
Vicens, Luis Spota, Sergio Galindo, Jorge Lopez Paez-el ma notable es Carlos Fuentes (1929) . . . . Zambullido
en las corrientes de la novela experimental, de Joyce y
Faulkner en adelante, Fuentes representa los procesos
mentales de sus mu.l tiples ~ersonajes y entrecruza las
series de acontecimientos.

de

In the United States he has been given special atten-·
1 Enrique Anderson Imbert, Historia de la literatura

hispanoamericana I I (Mexico:
1961) pp. 335-33 .

6

Fondo de cultura economica,
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tion also because of' his innovations in technique and subject
matter.

From the time his works first appeared he has been

conl'lidered one of the most nota-ole exponents of the new
I,atin American novel.
Fuentes is a very gifted author. His novel reflects
the confusion of Mexican society and the chaotic soul of
the Mexican, whose conscious mind. quivers in a world of
continuous change while his subconscio~s is fixed in a
profundity of myths and superstitions.
He has been the subject of numerous articles and dissertations in the United States again because of his treatment of
Mexican social problems in a unique fashion:

,

.

A esta epoca actual pertenece Carlos Fuentes, el

noveli.sta mas destacado y el mejor representati;so de
los sentimientos progresivos del Wixico actual. .J
Fuentes therefore has a widespread reputation as an
author of novels of social protest and as one who is u...nafraid
to counter traditional literary trends with innovative techniques.

2Arturo Torres-Rioseco, Aspects of Snanish Ameri£;_2!1
:Literature. (Seattle: University of Washington Press, l96J),
p. 79.

.,

....Antonio Pages Larraya, "Tradicion y renovacion en
.. la novela hispanoamericana," !.'Itmdo Nuevo, Num. 34 (a.bril,
1969 ). , 2Lf .•
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